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� Prelaunch publicity was among the tasks 

required of the first Camaros. The coupe seen 

in these Chevrolet press release photos is No. 

1; the convertible is No. 10. 

SUBSCRIPTION PROBLEM?  
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The Editor’s Note in the Nov. ’15 issue ad-

dressed an ongoing debate about the term 

pilot car and what it actually refers to when 

one is talking about vehicle assembly back 

in the 1960s and 1970s. The debate was 

sparked by the use of the term to describe 

the first run of Camaros from GM’s Norwood 

Assembly plant. What follows is a response 

to that column from Corey Larson, who with 

his son Logan has done deep research into 

the topic and founded the Pilot Car Registry 

(pilotcarregistry.com), an invaluable re-

source for anyone interested in this facet of 

our hobby. —Drew Hardin

O
ver the last four years our 

organization of five researchers 

has devoted more than 12,000 

hours of research into the 

subject of the preproduction days leading 

up to the launch of Camaro production in 

Norwood, Ohio, on August 7, 1966. For these 

efforts we have been recognized by General 

Motors and its executives as subject-matter 

experts. Our website contains 9,426 files of 

historical documents, photos, interviews, 

and essays on the subject that are free to 

view and download by the car hobby.

Over the years I have heard these cars 

referred to as pilots, pilot cars, prototypes, 

pilot prototypes, prototypes with VINs, 

prototypes that run, preproduction, first-pro-

duction, and so on. Regardless of what they 

are called, certain facts should be noted.

The General Motors cover of the original 

documents outlining the build configura-

tions of these F cars is titled, “1967 Pre-Pro-

duction Build Schedule.” These documents 

were compiled and distributed by the Pilot 

Line Specifications Group led by Frank Beau-

lieu of the Chevrolet Pilot Line Facility. The 

Beaulieu family was personally interviewed, 

and historical items and paperwork were 

donated for research.

This same booklet was acquired during 

a personal interview of Jim Seim, the Nor-

wood pilot line coordinator. His memories of 

these days were documented and historical 

Pilot Camaros

paperwork donated for research also.

Hand-built assembly of these cars started 

in May 1966 and ended approximately a 

month before assembly line startup in Au-

gust 1966. These cars were built by hand 

and hand-welded in an off-line area at Fisher 

Body and later at a WWII-era Chevrolet ship-

ping building to ensure the secrecy of the 

public release of the Camaro product line.

All of these cars were built using parts 

that were labeled Pilot or Prototype. They 

were all given VINs in consecutive order 

matching the pilot book order, Nos. 00001 

through 00049. Three more were shipped 

partially assembled to Los Angeles and were 

built about a month after the 49 were built 

in Norwood.

The vast majority of the Assembly Infor-

mation Manual (AIM) changes were accom-

plished between May and mid-July 1966, 

precisely when the pilots were under evalua-

tion via the hand-built methods at Norwood 

for RPO time study, fitment, and design pro-

duction accuracy.

All of these cars have been documented 

on the Pilot Car Registry website. Nine of 

them have been confirmed to still exist: Nos. 

1, 7, 10, 13, 31, 36, 46, and 49 from Norwood, 

and No. 3 from Los Angeles. All of those 

existing cars share the same build charac-

teristics but are distinctly different from full 

production assembly line cars. These cars 

have all been verified in person by the same 

researchers involved in the above website. 

These cars all match their build specifica-

tions, model, drivetrain configuration, and 

color exactly, without exception.

All of the cars were built for a specific end-

use purpose. A total of five general purposes 

existed.

One of these uses was as sales conven-

tion cars, with show paint applied, to be 

used at the General Motors Technical Center 

by David Reeves for the shooting of the Jim 

Handy video in the days prior to assembly 

line startup at Norwood. In this video, Bob 

Lund of General Motors points at XP-836 [in-

ternal GM code for the F-Body project] and 

says, “This is a prototype.” He then points to 

the sales convention cars and says, “These 

are prototypes that run.”

Regardless of what these cars are called 

by the hobby, one thing is certain. Pilot 

programs and their procedures differed 

from factory to factory and from Chevrolet 

to Fisher Body. First-release product lines 

required larger formats. Midstream product 

line changes were far less involved and not 

as secretive. Consequently, one person’s 

definition of a pilot car will never encompass 

the complexities of all the different historical 

preproduction idiosyncrasies and can’t be 

painted with the same large brush strokes. 

All efforts should be made to create an 

appropriate hobby moniker for these cars. 

With all due respect, there are nine of the 

most historically significant automobiles 

that were ever created that are waiting on 

such a term. I guess it could be perceived as 

poetic, because almost 50 years ago GM’s 

Pete Estes struggled to find an appropriate 

name too. —Corey Larson

“One person’s definition of a pilot 

car will never encompass all the 

different historical preproduction 

idiosyncrasies”





JUST LIKE 1962 AGAIN
I have enclosed some pictures of my 1962 Ford Galaxie 406 and my buddy’s 1962 

Impala SS 409. He is storing it in my garage for the winter. This is what these cars might 

have looked like sitting next to each other on a dragstrip back in 1962. I do hope to get my 

Galaxie painted one of these days.

Rich Hosner

LETTER OF THE MONTH
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WRITE US! Email the editor at mcreview@sbcglobal.net, or send a letter to Letters, Muscle Car Review, 831 S. Douglas St.,  

El Segundo, CA 90245. Letters may be edited for content and space, and we cannot return any photos sent with your letters.  

Please include your name, address, and phone number in case we need to reach you.

plete deserve love and a second chance.

Please let others know that if they are 

looking for a forever home for their models, 

don’t just throw them away.

Daniel Lambert

moparman100@msn.com

DOC WATSON
Thank you for the respective and very 

truthful article on “Doc” (Muscle Car Rewind, 

Nov. ’15). My first encounter with Jack “Doc” 

Watson was shortly after purchasing our 

first 1968 Hurst/Olds in January 1988. The 

car was about 70 percent restored, with 

mostly the paint and bodywork completed. 

It had 1969-style H/O badges on the exterior 

and no glovebox decal, so I ordered a set 

of new 1968 Hurst/Olds emblems from Doc 

Watson for about $25 back then. After a few 

months of waiting and seeing our check was 

not cashed, I called Doc. He explained he did 

receive the check but was very busy. The 

next week I received the three emblems plus 

an additional three. 

The first time I met Doc in person was 

just after the 1992 Oldsmobile Nationals. I 

was loading our ’68 Hurst on the trailer and 

he introduced himself and admired our car. 

Even though it was at the time a Second-

place winner with need of many correc-

tions, Doc was very complementary. I was 

honored to have a one-on-one conversation 

with him. He took the time to explain the his-

tory of the 1968 as well as details I needed to 

attend to on our car. Then just before leav-

ing, he autographed the jack instructions on 

the inside of the trunk lid.

Doc always took the time to greet me 

any time we crossed paths. When I began 

to reproduce some of the 1968 Outside Air 

Induction parts, he requested a set for his 

1968 Hurst/Olds, and sent a note of thanks 

commenting on the quality. Coming from 

Doc, it meant a lot to me.

One day he phoned me inquiring about 

my reproducing the 1969 Hurst/Olds OAI 

air cleaner adaptor. We discussed this and 

many other subjects for nearly an hour. We 

talked about how Olds used a 455 engine 

as a huge vacuum pump to vacuum-form 

the two pieces of polypropylene plastic 

used in the manufacture of the 1968 and 

’69 under-bumper air induction scoops. 

Later the subject changed to the cham-

bered tailpipes used on Oldsmobile 

performance cars. He explained it was 

purely economic. Oldsmobile wanted 

to cut costs, and if it could eliminate 

the resonator from the exhaust system by 

adding a baffled tailpipe, so be it. This part 

of the conversation drove me to develop the 

reproduction 1968 chambered tailpipes.

I wish I had had more conversations with 

Doc, as his resources and experiences were 

endless.

Karl D. Sarpolis, Jr.

Advisor, 1968 Hurst/Oldsmobiles

Hurst/Olds Club of America

SHIFTY
Excellent Last Page in the Nov. ’15 issue. 

You ride in a car with a slushbox. You drive a 

car with a four-speed.

Beth Lofthus

SAVE YOUR MODELS!
I have been getting your magazine for 

quite a while now and enjoy reading the let-

ters in the front. I was completely shocked 

when reading the Mini Garage Finds letter 

(Nov. ’15), so much so that I had to write to 

you.

Please, I will happily take any model off 

your hands, and even pay the shipping, rath-

er than see it go to the dump. I have been 

building models for more than 40 years. I 

have shared my love of cars and the joy of 

modeling with my son, 

who now is on his 

way to a collection of 

his own. I like to think 

of myself as kind of 

a model rescuer. Un-

wanted, alone on 

a shelf, or taking 

up space. My man 

cave has grown 

to take in all the 

lost models I can 

find. Even those 

models not com-

MALIBEATER LOVE
Cool article on the ZZ427 crate motor 

transformation into an authentic-looking 

L88 (“Outside the Box,” Nov. ’15). Looks like 

Mike Ardito did a fantastic job. He’s an artist.

Dave Harris

I have been getting MCR for many years. I 

truly enjoy it all, the stories, the barn finds, 

the unrestored cars, the restored cars, all of 

it. I am very interested in the MaliBeater, as I 

tried to buy that car several times. I know it 

was at a local Walmart here in Mesa, Arizona, 

about three miles from my house. I would 

see it almost every time I was there. Left 

notes on it but never heard back. Then one 

day it was gone. Always wondered where it 

went. I hoped to a good home, and so it did. 

Very cool to see it again. 

Doug Standish

P.S. I am from the East Coast, and I think 

the teardrop hood would look good on that 

car!

Hate to disappoint you on the hood. Here’s 

a little preview of the fun Arvid had in the 

MaliBeater when he went to Coker Tire 

for some new skins. The full story appears 

next issue.
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Arguably the standout Camaro 

among the cars in Chevrolet Per-

formance’s SEMA Show display 

was this bright green and black 

Camaro called the Krypton con-

cept. Not to be confused with 

the stuff that weakens Super-

man, krypton is a noble gas that, 

when combined with other gas-

es, gives off a greenish-yellow 

glow similar to neon. That hue 

inspired the car’s one-off paint 

scheme, which also features 

electroluminescent paint tech-

nology. See the multiple bow ties 

in the paint? They’re not visible 

until the driver flips a switch, 

sending a charge to them.

Camaro Krypton

By Drew Hardin
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Win a Mach 1 
The folks at Amsoil kicked off their 

Devoted to Protection sweepstakes 

at the SEMA Show, announcing that 

the grand prize was going to be a 

1972 Mustang Mach 1. The car has 

been modified by Gizmo’s Hot 

Rods and now sports a 425hp 

Cleveland 351 engine, up-

graded suspension, Wilwood 

brakes, and a mandrel-bent 

exhaust. Plus, of course, it is 

full of Amsoil fluids and lubri-

cants. The sweeps is open until 

September 2016, and the winner 

will be announced at the 2016 SEMA 

Show. Details are at amsoil.com/

musclecar.

Since 2016 is the 50th anniversary of the introduction of the  

Olds Toronado, the Carlisle Events staff has decided to feature 

Oldsmobiles at the Carlisle GM Nationals June 17-19. There will  

be a special display devoted to Toronados, and the company is 

also working to gather a collection of Hurst/Oldsmobiles—one 

from every year of H/O production, including experimental and 

proposal cars that didn’t make it into production. Carlisle Events 

is also inviting “Hurst-related guests” to join in the gathering, an 

invite that we hope will include Linda Vaughn, seen here with 

other “Hurst girls” in a 1972 promo photo. 
PHOTO COURTESY OF HURST/OLDS CLUB OF AMERICA ARCHIVES

Oldsmobile Featured 
at GM Nationals

Dodge has teamed with the Bondurant School of High Performance 

Driving to offer buyers of any new 2015 or 2016 SRT model a full-day 

performance driving class at Bondurant’s facility outside of Phoenix, 

Arizona. Dodge is providing nearly 100 SRT vehicles—including Chal-

lenger and Charger Hellcats—to the school, and Bondurant is changing 

his entire school fleet from Chevys to Dodges. Those who buy (or lease) 

a SRT vehicle have a year after purchase to take the day-long course. The package 

includes the class only; travel and accommodations are on the SRT owner.

Dodge Partners With Bondurant 



AMC Javelin, AMX & Muscle 
Car Restoration, 1968-1974 
by Scott Campbell, 176 pages, softbound.   

Mopar B-Body Restoration 
1966-1970 
by Kevin Shaw and Mike Wilkins, 176  

pages, softbound; both by Car Tech 

Books, cartechbooks.com

Car Tech has a whole series of Restora-

tion How-To books. These latest examples 

cover familiar and not-so-familiar ground. 

In fact, Car Tech says Campbell’s AMC 

book is the first resto guide for the brand. 

They’re similar in approach, using a proj-

ect car or cars to illustrate the hands-on 

tasks needed for a full restoration: buying 

the car and assessing its condition, tear-

ing it down, doing bodywork and paint, 

and addressing the powertrain and chas-

sis. Plus, each book is filled with tips spe-

cific to the featured make, from decoding 

and documenting the cars to presenting 

them for show.  

Muscle Car Bookshelf

NEWS & STUFF



427 FAIRLANE

By Jerry Heasley

�Delivered to Pratt Ford in Millinocket, Maine, this 1967 427 Fairlane had a sticker price 

of $4,226.40. This car was stored well and is rust free.

12  FEBRUARY 2016

G
reg Sanders was born in 1969, 

but he searched for years for a 

427 Fairlane of 1967 vintage. 

When the muscle car genera-

tion fades away, will interest wane in muscle 

cars, or will the younger generations want 

them? This post–Baby Boomer collector is 

evidence of the latter. His Fairlane enthusi-

asm goes back to high school. His cousin’s 

husband had a red 390 1966 Fairlane. 

“I just loved it,” Greg says.

As an adult, he got into the car hobby re-

storing muscle cars with the Blue Oval. One 

day Greg dug a 1963½ 427 Galaxie out of a 

field. “The engine was gone, but the rest of 

the car was there.” 

He began researching the history of the 

R-code 427, the high-compression, dual-

quad big-block made primarily for racing. 

Greg was surprised to learn Ford optioned 

the same racing 427 in a limited run of 1966 

and 1967 Fairlanes. Intrigued, he “went on 

the hunt” for one. He discovered how dif-

ficult these cars are to find. Ford built a mere 

57 for the 1966 model year and 230 for the 

1967 model year. 

Greg did uncover a few 427 Fairlanes. 

One was a rebody, a definite no-no. Others 

were rusted or not complete. The good ones 

were not for sale. “People who have them 

don’t want to get rid of them,” Greg found 

out.

Then one of his “Fairlane 427 wanted” 

ads through the Fairlane Club of America 

returned an “undiscovered” 427 Fairlane.

“This older gentleman called me, and 

we started talking over the course of about 

a year. He wasn’t 100 percent sure if he 

wanted to sell. He had the car since 1987. 

His plan was to do a restoration when he 

“The only parts not original were 

the spark plug wires”

retired. But he had some health issues and 

family obligations.”

The car was unrestored? Greg held his 

breath, hoping for original paint. Unfortu-

nately, the owner did commission a repaint 

around 1990. He purchased the car in 1987, 

drove it for three years, and then stored the 

midsized beast in his heated garage.

This Fairlane was factory Raven Black 

with the XL package, which included bucket 

seats, a console, and XL trim and badges. 

Greg was elated. He had found his dream 

car with the added bonus of his chosen 

color and XL trim.

The owner was “on the fence” to sell. The 

rare Ford was like a family member after 26 

years. The owner’s first concern was if Greg 

was a flipper, somebody who buys to sell for 

a quick profit. 

“He asked me if was going to sell it. I said 

no. I want the car to keep. He respected that. 

And he had to get to know me. He talked to 
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me for a year. We talked about family and 

values and different things. I told him I 

wanted the car to enjoy and show.”

Greg has two sons. Each of them has 

a 2001 Mustang Cobra. This was a Ford 

family. The 1967 427 Fairlane was the Holy 

Grail. 

Finally, one day Greg called up the own-

er (who wants to remain anonymous) and 

asked, “Listen, have you thought any more 

about selling me the Fairlane?”

� This Fairlane came with bucket seats and a console, plus a factory tachometer.

The owner said he was close to selling. 

Greg offered to hitch his trailer to his truck 

and motor up to Maine, a trip of more than 

1,000 miles.

“He said, ‘Come on, I’ll sell it to you.’”

Greg brought along his 16-year-old son, 

Jordan, and his father-in-law, Ronald Stal-

lard. Total miles driven round trip was 2,280, 

consuming 20 hours and 29 minutes.

The Fairlane was in a garage by a house 

on a lake outside of Bangor, Maine. Greg 

“People who have them don’t 

want to get rid of them”

427 FAIRLANE

� The 1967 427 Fairlane is a rare muscle car indeed. The Marti Report on this car noted 

that of the 14,874 Fairlane XL two-door hardtops built, 72 of those XLs came with the 

R-code 427. All 72 of those 427 XLs came with the four-speed transmission. Two had a 

factory tachometer, of which this car is one. 



Do you have a RARE FIND story 

to share? Contact Jerry Heasley at 

jerry@jerryheasley.com.

was like an old friend of the owner by now. 

In fact, the owner said as he pulled off the 

car cover, “If you don’t want this car look-

ing at you, you don’t have to buy it.”

“I said nah, it’s exactly what you said it 

was.”

The owner had not fired up the 427 

since around 1990, when he parked the 

car. The Fairlane was “all original: original 

air cleaner, original Holley dual four-barrel 

carburetors date matched, original heads, 

original distributor. The only parts not 

original were the spark plug wires.”

Greg found out the owner turned the 

engine over by hand with a power handle 

every month or so and put Marvel Mystery 

oil down the cylinders. He had drained the 

gasoline for long-term storage. 

Before departing, buyer and seller actu-

ally gave one another a hug. 

“He said the Fairlane was like one of his 

children. I said I understand. I assured him 

I would take good care of it.”

When Greg got the car home, he filled 

the crankcase with zinc-rich oil, changed 

fluids, removed the distributor and primed 

the oil pump, rebuilt the Holley dual fours, 

and fired up the 427. The engine runs 

great. 

Greg plans to keep the car just like it 

is and have fun driving and showing his 

super rare 427.

“Will you put the car on the strip?” I 

asked.

“Absolutely I am. It won’t hurt it, that’s 

what this car was born for.”  

� The R-code 427 came with an oval 

air cleaner cover from the factory. 

Shades of days gone by, window stick-

er lists “427 8V HI PERF” at “3 MOS OR 

4000 MI PWR TRN WARRANTY.” 

WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/MUSCLECARREVIEW
“Like” the MCR  
Facebook page  
and enjoy:

s Sneak peeks at  
 upcoming stories

s Vehicle updates

s News
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MY HUSBAND, Steve Rieger, 

has restored and built four 

cars for the past 25 years. 

His first endeavor was a 1941 

Chevy, which he was never re-

ally happy with since it had the 

original six-cylinder engine with 

“no power.” So he sold the 1941 

Chevy and bought a 1936 Chevy 

basket case, which he rebuilt 

into a street rod with help from 

his friend, Jesse Jasso from 

Kustoms by Jasso in Sylmar, 

California. They turned it into 

a trophy winner and magazine 

cover car. 

During that time he bought 

the car of his dreams since his 

high school days, a 1966 Chevy 

Nova. He bought the Nova 

from its original owner, whose 

wife had owned it but recently 

passed away. It wasn’t being 

driven much. 

The Nova was a six-cylinder 

car, and Steve wanted it to have 

a V-8. He didn’t have the time or 

money to make all the changes 

he wanted, so the Nova was 

stored in the garage.

Just after he purchased the 

Nova, Steve was diagnosed with 

cancer, and a year after that he 

developed Parkinson’s disease. 

The doctors solved the cancer, 

but Parkinson’s doesn’t get 

solved; it just progresses. With 

my urging and the doctor’s, we 

convinced Steve to retire. So his 

days began and ended in the 

garage, and he was so happy 

doing what he loves to do. 

We called Jesse again, and 

he oversaw the car’s tear-down, 

Linda & Steve Rieger  1966 Nova

prebuild, and final restoration. 

He worked along with Steve 

to make sure no detail was left 

behind. All of the modifications 

and upgrades are too numer-

ous to mention, but here are 

a few. Jesse stripped the car 

completely to bare metal and 

rebuilt it front to back. They in-

stalled a Chevy ZZ4 small-block 

and 2004R transmission. They 

rebuilt the 10-bolt rearend and 

added 3.73 gears. The cowl vent 

was filled and the windshield 

wiper motor moved from the 

firewall to under the dash. Stain-

less-steel tubing was bent and 

used to cover all vacuum hoses 

and wires.

The front suspension remains 

stock except for the CPP disc 

brakes and master cylinder 

added for safety. Cragar chrome 

wheels and 205/15 tires were 

used all around. The fenderwells 

were enlarged, and handmade 

trim finishes off the openings. 

Steve wanted to make subtle 

changes in the car without 

changing its overall appear-

ance. He had Jesse remove the 

padded dash and fabricate new 

vents and a dropped dash for 

the Vintage Air air conditioning 

system. The gauge panel was 

updated with the new Dakota 

Digital VHX system, and a cus-

tom steering wheel was made 

by Con2R using our paint color.

We wanted the car’s paint 

to be exceptional, so we asked 

Dan Hansen of Dan Gogh in 

Northridge, California, to give 

the Nova its first non-factory 

paint job. Dan sprayed a custom 

PPG mix we chose and named 

Electric Blue. It truly highlights 

the car. 

The upholstery was a chal-

lenge. Every fabric we looked at 

didn’t match the exterior paint. 

But after much trial-and-error, 

we found a good match. I want-

ed to set it off with silver trim. 

Steve had other opinions, but I 

stood my ground, and I love my 

color and design choices. 

It took another year in the ga-

rage to finish the Nova, but his 

last car is truly his dream come 

true. The car was finished in 

April 2015, and the payoff for all 

that hard work is that the Nova 

has been a consistent show win-

ner and has caught the atten-

tion of many. 
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IN 1969, a family that lived next 

to our church bought a new 

1969 AMX. I was 12 years old. 

Soon after they bought it they 

had it painted red, white, and 

blue. When that car went past I 

just stood and stared. I remem-

ber thinking, Maybe someday I’ll 

have one. 

In 2009 that day came. I acci-

dentally ran across one that had 

been restored and then traded 

in for a new Dodge truck in Il-

linois. After a few upgrades the 

car was finally finished. It’s a red, 

true 390/four-speed/Go-Pac car 

with 37,000 miles.

In 2012 at a car show in Wis-

consin I saw a gold 1969 AMX. 

It was also a 390/four-speed/

Go-Pac car that was pretty much 

the way it came from the factory. 

It had a special-order center 

armrest, the factory trunk mat, 

factory spare tire, and the bottle 

of gas to blow it up. It had less 

than 40,000 miles on it. 

Out of curiosity I tracked 

down the owner in that town to 

see if it was for sale. “Not really,” 

was the answer. He was going 

to restomod it with blue paint, 

Camaro buckets, and so on. Four 

months later I talked him into 

selling it to me before an all-

original car was destroyed.  

Kevin Ward  1969 AMX

We want your readers’ rides! Share the story of your muscle car. What did it look like when you got it? Have you done any restora-

tion work? Email your stories and high-resolution digital photos to mcreview@sbcglobal.net, or mail them to Muscle Car Review, 

Readers’ Rides, 831 S. Douglas St., El Segundo, CA 90245. We reserve the right to edit your stories, and photos cannot be returned.



HOT ’70S OLDS W-MACHINES
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Bittersweet

More 
Than 
Just a 
Pretty 
Face

A
ny muscle car fan knows what 

happened in Detroit after the 

1970 model year. Emissions 

regulations and soaring insur-

ance rates delivered a one-two punch that 

emasculated the era’s supercars with lower 

compression and a growing tangle of 

pollution controls. That was also when OE 

manufacturers started reporting engine 

output in net amounts rather than gross. 

So even if a motor was lucky enough to 

By Drew Hardin
Photos: Richard Prince

sneak into 1971 mechanically unchanged, 

on paper the net horsepower rating made 

it look wheezy compared to just a year 

before.

That being the case, one would naturally 

assume that Larry Chernow’s 1971 4-4-2 

hardtop was likewise hamstrung by its 

date of birth. Even its membership in the 

legendary W-Machine family couldn’t help 

it escape the big power plunge of 1971, 

right?

Not exactly. 

Larry is a self-described fanatic when it 

comes to original muscle. That’s one of the 

things that initially drew him to this Olds 

when he saw it advertised in a local news-

paper back in 1986. 

“I didn’t like the color,” he says now 

of the car’s Bittersweet paint with white 

stripes and vinyl top. But the car was 

being sold by the original owner, 

a woman whose father gave 
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“The blemishes, drips, 

and markings underhood 

aren’t just factory correct. 

They’re factory, period.”

her the brand-new Olds as a high school 

graduation present in 1971. “It was in in-

credible original condition,” he says, “with 

all the correct nuts, bolts, and clamps. It 

was never hot rodded. I couldn’t believe 

how well the car ran and drove.” 

Only after he bought the car did he 

come to find out how rare the W-30 was. 

Just 910 W-30 hardtops were built that 

year, he says. 

He cleaned the car up a bit and then 

took it to a local Oldsmobile show, where 

the judges awarded it 60 points out of 100. 

That motivated Larry to dig deeper and 

mount a yearlong restoration in 1989-1990. 



� During a 2009 rebuild, the W-30’s engine was treated to a 0.030-inch overbore, fresh pistons, 

and some head work. Otherwise the motor is nearly 100 percent factory original and uses most of 

its born-with accessories, like the starter, air conditioning compressor, and open-face alternator. 

BITTERSWEET
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AT A GLANCE

1971 4-4-2 W-30

Owned by: Larry Chernow, Huntington Station, 

NY

Restored by: Owner; McBetts Racing, Bohemia, 

NY

Engine: 455ci/385 (est.) hp W-30 V-8

Transmission: Code OW high-performance 

TH400 3-speed automatic with Hurst Dual Gate 

shifter

Rearend: Olds 10-bolt with 3.23 gears and Anti 

Spin

Interior: White vinyl bucket seat

Wheels: 14x7 Super Stock I

Tires: G70-14 Firestone Wide Oval

But because of his love of things original, 

he was choosy about what he changed. 

The seat upholstery was redone, he said, 

and he put in new carpet, but the rest of 

the interior was just cleaned up. The body 

was treated to a new coat of code 62 Bit-

tersweet lacquer—not an easy thing to get 

done, even then—but the firewall was left 

untouched, as was the panel in front of the 

radiator and the red inner fenders. So the 

blemishes, drips, and markings underhood 

aren’t just factory correct. They’re factory, 

period.

The finished W-30 hit the show circuit, 

advancing through the Oldsmobile Club of 

America judging ranks to earn Senior Pres-

ervation status in 1991. Even so, Larry kept 

tinkering with the car, finding little things 

to improve as wintertime projects so the 

Olds would be even better when spring 

rolled around. 

By 2009, though, a bigger task loomed. 

He said the engine was starting to feel 

“sloppy.” It was “idling rough and smoking 

when you started it,” and a leak developed 

at the rear main seal. An overhaul was due. 

He pulled the motor and sent it to Mc-

Betts Racing in Bohemia, New York, for 

machining. The crew there confirmed the 

engine had never been apart and had all its 

original components, and then performed 

a 0.030-inch overbore on the block. Larry 

meanwhile tackled the cylinder heads—

rare pieces that fit 1971 W-30s only—by 

matching the ports, blending the pockets, 

and doing a four-angle grind on the valves. 

When it was time to put the motor 

together, Larry went with a fresh set of 

J&E forged pistons that compressed the 

air-fuel mixture into a 1970-spec 10.5:1 ratio 

rather than the stock 8.5:1. He resisted the 

suggestion to put in a hotter cam, though. 

Since his is an automatic transmission/

air-conditioning car, the cam is the mildest 

of the three offered in the W-30 that year. 

Still lopey but not as aggressive as, say, the 

manual-transmission bumpstick. A new 

cam would mean more power, but the idle 



� Though he has won his 

fair share of trophies with 

the immaculate 4-4-2, 

Larry Chernow says the 

hardware isn’t what 

motivates his meticulous 

nature. “I don’t care 

about trophies. 

I take pride in my  

workmanship.”
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� Flow through the original heads was im-

proved by matching the ports, blending the 

pockets, and doing a four-angle valve job. 

Larry also pumped the motor’s compression 

by two points to 10.5:1, matching 1970 specs. 

With the tighter squeeze the motor pinged 

on 93-octane pump premium, so Larry now 

blends in some Cam 2 110-octane race gas to 

calm the detonation.

� The exotic W27 alloy axlehousing Oldsmobile offered in 1970 was replaced with a corporate 

10-bolt in 1971. The new differential did away with the axle’s C-clips and upped the size of the 

ring gear to 8½ inches. A finned aluminum W27 diff cover was available as an option from the 

factory or as a dealer add-on; the cover on Larry’s car was fitted at the dealership. 

“It was in incredible original condition”



FAMILY AFFAIR
Fourteen years separate these two photos of Larry’s son Steven, riding in the 4-4-2 as a baby in 1995 and helping his dad install the 

rebuilt engine as a teenager in 2009. You may recall we did a story about Steven’s own muscle car, a 1967 Cougar, in “Thanks, Grand-

ma!” in the Dec. 2012 issue.

BITTERSWEET

� Larry has full documentation for 

his W-30, including the build sheet 

and original Protect-O-Plate. “The 

build sheet is the key on W-30 cars, 

as there are a lot of fakes out there,” 

he warns.
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� During the Oldsmobile’s late 1980’s restora-

tion, Larry added new seat skins and carpet, 

but the rest of the interior was just spruced 

up. Keeping white upholstery this clean for 

that many years is a true labor of love.

� The Hurst Dual Gate shifter stirs an OW-

code Turbo 400 trans, a high-performance 

model with extra clutch packs and a higher 

shift point. “This thing shifts high, at about 

5,500 rpm,” Larry says.

characteristics would have meant chang-

ing out the original torque converter for 

one with a higher stall speed, something 

he did not want to do. 

The assembled engine went back to 

McBetts for break-in on the dyno, a must, 

Larry feels, with a flat-tappet cam and 

today’s engine oils. The machinist didn’t 

make any power pulls, but Larry feels that 

with the higher compression, the motor 

should be putting out about 385 horses, 

up substantially from the factory’s 300 net 

and 350 gross ratings. 

“I’m not afraid to beat on it,” says Larry. 

“I try to put 300 to 500 miles a year on all 

my cars. The other day I went out with my 

son and hammered it. It has the numbers-

matching carburetor, a performance Quad-

rajet that I’ve upgraded with AX rods in the 

secondaries. It runs a little rich, but when 

you hammer it, it just goes. It’ll leave a 

stretch of rubber while the whole car goes 

sideways.” 

Nothing bittersweet about that.  

“I’m not afraid to 

beat on it”
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Mom’s 

An Ultrarare, Low-Mile 
Torque Monster

B
eth Bimbi is the sixth owner of this fully optioned, 

23,161-mile, 1970 Oldsmobile 4-4-2 W-30 Sport Coupe. 

Does that name ring a bell? Beth is vice president and 

co-owner (with husband Stefano) of Nickey Perfor-

mance, one of the biggest names in both vintage and contempo-

rary GM high-performance muscle in the country. (The Bimbi fam-

ily has quite a collection of 4-4-2s. Another in the stable, Stefano’s 

original, unrestored 4-4-2 W-30 convertible, was featured on the 

cover of our Nov. 2015 issue.)

Just how rare is Beth’s 4-4-2? “We referenced GM Heritage Cen-

ter information and learned that there were a total of 262 4-4-2 

W-30 Sport Coupes, 2,574 4-4-2 W-30 Holiday Coupes, and 264 

W-30 convertibles built, for a grand total of 3,100 1970 4-4-2 W-

30s,” says Stefano. 

By Bob McClurg

Beth’s W-30 was produced during the fourth week of December 

1969 and was sold new to one Doug Paynter of St. Anthony, Idaho. 

The 4-4-2 came with a list of standard and optional equipment 

about as long as your arm that included all the good parts that 

made up the W-30 package, Platinum Metallic paint and black 

vinyl top, and interior amenities that ran the gamut from air condi-

tioning and tinted glass to a powered bucket seat for the driver. 

Paynter took excellent care of the 4-4-2. The car was sparingly 

driven and garage-kept. It had less than 20,000 miles on the 

odometer when it changed hands in the late 1980s. Chad Budge 

from Jackson Hole, Wyoming, was vacationing in Idaho over the 

Christmas holidays and spotted and identified the W-30 (mainly 

through its red front fender panels) parked in Paynter’s driveway. 

At the time, the car was not for sale, but that didn’t deter Budge 

W-30
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from inquiring. A deal was struck, and Budge bought himself a 

Christmas present—the low-mileage Olds for his growing collec-

tion of vintage muscle cars. 

Budge eventually sold the car to a third owner, whose widow 

sold the car to Minnesotan Randy Wilcox in August 2000. Although 

the 4-4-2 was in pristine condition, Wilcox replaced the original car-

pet, which was showing signs of age. To his surprise, he found the 

original vehicle broadcast sheet hog-ringed beneath the back seat. 

In 2013, another Minnesotan, Harlan Nelson, became the 4-4-2’s 

fifth owner. He kept the car for less than two years before selling 

it to the Bimbis in February 2015. Other than basic maintenance, 

little has been done to the W-30, though it does still get driven 

around the neighborhood (and for magazine photographers) 

when the weather is right.  

“The W-30 engine was 

the closest thing to a 

factory blueprinted  

engine you could get”



� The stripes and badging on Beth Bimbi’s Olds are 

understated—particularly compared to other muscle 

cars made for 1970—befitting the 4-4-2’s position 

as an upper echelon performance car. 

MOM’S W-30

� The front view of the 4-4-2 shows 

off its OAI twin-scoop hood and how 

well the heavy-duty suspension (with 

rear air shocks) and Firestones keep 

the car planted, even in sweeping 

high-speed turns. 
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AT A GLANCE

1970 4-4-2 W-30 SPORT COUPE

Owned by: Beth Bimbi, St. Charles, IL

Restored by: Unrestored original

Engine: 455ci/370hp W-30 V-8

Transmission: TH400 3-speed automatic

Rearend: 12-bolt with 3.23 gears and Anti Spin

Interior: Black vinyl bucket seat

Wheels: Super Stock II

Tires: F70-14 Firestone Wide Oval

Special equipment: W-30 High Performance 

Engine Pkg., W-25 Outside Air Induction System, 

black vinyl top, air conditioning, tinted glass, pow-

er driver’s seat, Rally Pac gauges, Safety Sentinel 

Speed Minder, deluxe AM radio with rear speaker

“He found the vehicle broadcast 

sheet hog-ringed beneath the 

back seat”
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� The 455ci W-30 big-block is about the 

closest thing you could get to a factory blue-

printed engine back in the day. The General 

underrated its output at 370 hp for emissions 

and insurance reasons, but realistically these 

big mills put out more than 400 hp.

� A close-up shot of the speedometer shows 

the car’s remarkably low mileage as well 

as the Safety Sentinel Speed Minder in the 

gauge, a very rare option in W-Machines.

� The interior in Beth’s W-30 is all original 

save for the carpet. This well-optioned car was 

equipped with power steering and brakes, 

air conditioning, tinted glass, a console with 

a Hurst Dual Gate shifter, and the Rally Pac 

gauge cluster.

� The W-30 was shod with beefy Wide Oval 

tires on Super Stock II wheels. Note the trade-

mark red inner fender panels and the stacked 

4-4-2 and W-30 emblems, a killer combo 

for Olds performance freaks.

WHAT IS A W-30?
All 1970 Oldsmobile W-30s 

(two-door Hardtop Coupe, 

two-door Sport Coupe, or 

convertible) have M in the 

VIN and were assembled in 

Lansing, Michigan. While the 

standard Oldsmobile 4-4-2 (if 

you can call them standard) 

was designated with W29 on 

the build sheet, the high-per-

formance, 10.25:1-compres-

sion Ram Air version (called 

the W-Machine Package in 

marketing materials) was des-

ignated with W30. 

The W-30 engine was about 

the closest thing to a fac-

tory blueprinted engine you 

could get. It featured a more 

aggressive camshaft, a set of 

Select-Fit aluminum pistons 

(weighed and concentrically 

matched to the bores), code-

F cylinder heads with 2.072-

inch intake and 1.625-inch 

exhaust valves with hard-

ened exhaust seats, a Winters 

Foundry “snowflake” cast-

aluminum W-30 four-barrel 

intake, and a specially jetted 

750-cfm Rochester Quadra-

Jet carburetor that worked in 

concert with the Outside Air 

Induction System (OAI) ram-

air hood. The W-30 option 

also included a W-30–specific 

curved distributor and Y72 

heavy-duty engine cooling 

and charging system. 

While these engines were 

conservatively rated at 370 

hp at 5,400 rpm, those in the 

know claim a real-world fig-

ure of 400 to 420 hp at 5,750 

rpm and 500 lb-ft of peak 

torque at 3,800 rpm, making 

the 455ci motor a bona fide 

street thumper.

The 1970 W-30 automat-

i cs  ( 1 2 0  we re  p ro d u ce d ) 

were outfitted with a special 

TH400 featuring a higher 

stall speed torque convertor 

and a blueprinted valve body. 

The OW code was tagged on 

the transmission and listed 

on the build sheet.  
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�Meriden, Connecticut’s 

Stephen Minore is a self-

professed “Oldsmobile nut” 

with a particular interest in the 

1970 W-Machines. He is standing 

next to Stefano Bimbi’s 1970 W-30 

four-speed convertible, which was 

featured on the cover of the Nov. ’15 issue.
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Young  
Dr. Oldsmobile

A Conversation with W-Machines 
Expert Stephen J. Minore

W
hen Stephen J. Minore was 

in high school, his father 

Joe, a gas station operator, 

took him aside and gave 

him some advice. “See these hands, son? 

I’m 40 years old. Do you want to have 

hands like this when you get to be my age? 

Why don’t you do something like drafting 

for a living? It’s clean work, and you have a 

natural talent for it.”

Stephen took his father’s advice, and 

says now, “Drafting has provided me with a 

good living and a solid foundation to move 

ahead, get married, raise a family, and fol-

low other pursuits.” Among those other 

pursuits is Minore’s complete and total 

infatuation with Oldsmobile’s W-Machines, 

specifically the 1968-1972 models. 

Stephen spent some of his formative 

years “banging gears and laying rubber 

all around town” in his uncle Mark’s 1969 

Cutlass Supreme. His cousin Pete Chillemi 

owned a 1972 Olds 4-4-2 W-30 four-speed 

car, red with white stripes. 

“That’s when I got really charged up 

over those cars. Sitting in the passenger 

seat, peering out over that ram-air hood, I 

By Bob McClurg
Photos courtesy Stephen Minore 
& the Petersen Archive

was totally corrupted and have been ever 

since.”

Stephen’s first “real” car was a 1972 

Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme, purchased 

from a customer of his father’s who had 

bought the car new. In time, he also began 

buying Oldsmobile parts cars and strip-

ping them. 

“At the time, I was about the only 

Oldsmobile swap meet vendor around. 

Oldsmobile people would actually go just 

to look for me. The technical knowledge 

came from owning and parting out cars 

and dealing with Oldsmobile collectors. We 

would share knowledge about these cars 

with each other.”

As these cars became more popular, 

Stephen began to question things like veri-

fying an Olds as a real 4-4-2. 

“I started looking at things like the 

Julian date codes on cowl tags, VIN num-

bers, broadcast sheets, and those kinds 

of things. I would go to people I had sold 

parts to and ask, ‘You own a 1970 4-4-2 

don’t you? Can I look at it?’ I wanted to see 

how things were put together. 

“Another thing I’ve done is take a lot of 

pictures. My photo file goes back over 20 

years. That really helps when you’re put-

ting one of these cars back together. To 

be able to look at a picture of an original 

W-30 car from back in the day to reference 

something is priceless.”

MCR: What are the areas you look at 

when authenticating a car?

Minore: I go from the top to the bottom 

to the best of my knowledge working with 

the references that I have. There really is 

no book that I can pull out and unequivo-

cally say this is the way it was done. Obvi-

ously, I look at the VIN on the block and 

transmission. I look at the fonts. I have pic-

tures of the cars that I actually took apart 

and took photographs of and can tell with-

in two seconds whether the VIN is right 

“W-31s have a lot 

of rare engine 

parts on them”
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because I have examined so many cars. 

I go through the block and look at the 

Julian codes, heads, and intake manifold 

if it’s not a W-30. You look at the head 

castings because there are a lot of forger-

ies out there these days, especially with 

Oldsmobiles. You’ve really got to know 

what you’re looking at. 

The transmission VINs need to be cor-

rect, and the factory tag needs to be on the 

right side of the transmission. The Julian 

code on the rearend has to be correct, and 

the code will tell you what the rearend 

ratio is. There are Julian codes on the front 

disc brake calipers, the master cylinder, 

and the radiator tag. If it’s a four-speed 

car, I look to make sure that nobody’s 

tampered with it and installed a new trans-

mission tunnel. When Oldsmobile did its 

four-speed conversions on-line [1970-’72], 

it just cut out the floor with a torch! On a 

true four-speed car, you’ll see the slag on 

the edges of the opening. There’s a certain 

spot weld you have to look for where they 

spot-welded the four-speed transmission 

boot adaptor bracket into the transmission 

tunnel. 

I have been able to amass a database 

for 1970 W-30 four-speed and automatic 

cars. I know where there are a number of 

excellent condition, unrestored 4-4-2 W-30 

cars that I can refer to when the occasion 

arises, which is an excellent source to have. 

When doing a vehicle authentication, I 

make sure that the car has the right fend-

ers on it. In 1970, Oldsmobile Division 

stamped out only one style of fender. A lot 

of people don’t know that. These fenders 

had a flat ridge running all the way down 

to where they meet the hood. It’s kind of 

hard to explain, but it’s easy to tell if one of 

these cars ever got into an accident. The 

flat ridge acted like a spear. There was no 

crush zone in it and ran the whole length 

of the fender. Then in 1971, GM mandated 

a decree that said there had to be crush 

zones built into the fenders, so from 1971-

1972, all fenders have built-in crush zones. 

That’s a dead giveaway that the fenders 

have been changed.

I thoroughly check the codes on a W-30 

carburetor, distributor, cylinder heads, 

and starter, as there are a lot of re-stamps 

out there. I have the original carburetor 

numbers and pictures so I can compare 

the fonts. When it comes to the W-30 cars, 

Oldsmobile made only about five or six 

different Julian codes, and you’ve got to be 

able to recognize those carburetors when 

you see them.

Is a restored a car harder to authenti-

cate?

An original 1970 W-30 car like the one 

I authenticated in Chicago [Beth Bimbi’s 

Oldsmobile, “Mom’s W-30,” page 24] is easy 

to authenticate. However, after a car has 

been restored, it’s much harder to figure 

out whether or not it’s the real deal. Cer-

tain things get painted over. The factory 

chalk marks aren’t usually there anymore. 

After all the rust and grime are cleaned 

away, it’s much harder to authenticate. 

Then there’s the more obvious. There are 

dead giveaways, like the wrong [mount-

ing] hardware has been used. “Hardware 

store hardware,” we call it. You don’t find 

the right color or plated bolts in the right 

places anymore. They have the wrong 

markings on the bolt heads. 

Have you run across any earth-shaking 

discoveries in the authentication 

process?

A couple of years ago I drove out to New 

Jersey to authenticate a couple of cars for 

a client in California. One of them was a 

1970 4-4-2 W-30 convertible. Right away I 

could determine that the block had been 

� In a photo taken in 1999, Minore proudly poses with his gold with black stripes 1970 

Oldsmobile Cutlass W-31. “This is the car that got me interested in the W-31 small-block 

cars,” he said. 

� Not only does Minore authenticate classic 

Oldsmobile muscle cars, but he also works on 

them, seen here with a 1967 W-30. “I’ve been 

doing engine bay restorations for years,” he 

says. “Not full restorations because I only 

have a one-car garage. I don’t have a lift, a 

compressor, or anything like that, just hand-

tools. I can only do one car at a time, but the 

job gets done right.”

� Minore (right) chats with Ryan Weaver at 

the 2015 MCACN show about Weaver’s barn-

found 1969 W-31. Minore was there to authen-

ticate the car, which we recently featured in 

Rare Finds (“More Than Just a Car,” Sept. ’15).
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“After a car has been restored, it’s much harder to 

figure out whether or not it’s the real deal”

re-stamped. At that point I asked the owner 

if he had any paperwork and he said yes. 

However, he said that so-called experts 

had told him that it was not for that par-

ticular car because it didn’t have the VIN 

listed at the top of it. He pulled it out, and it 

was the broadcast sheet—that car’s Golden 

Ticket! It said “W-30” right on it, but the 

number listed at the top was not the VIN. It 

was the body number, which matched the 

one on his cowl tag. Obviously, that dra-

matically boosted the value of the car. 

When it comes to the 4-4-2s, there are 

people out there who are changing things 

around, so you’ve really got to look at 

things like the tags and their location, the 

type of rivets used, those are all important 

clues. Let’s face it. If someone owned a 

1970 4-4-2 W-30 and it was rotted to the 

core, but it was one of 96 4-4-2 four-speed 

convertibles built, less scrupulous souls 

might remove the VIN and cowl tag and in-

stall them onto a Cutlass convertible body. 

You’ve always got to be on the lookout 

for things like that, especially when you’re 

looking at these high end cars.

What about the W-31 cars?

I’m currently in the process of working 

on a W-31 Authentication Guide and am 

hoping to have it published sometime 

next year. I became involved with the W-

31s after I went to the 1993 Oldsmobile Na-

tionals in Somerset, New Jersey. Through 

a number of conversations I was asked 

if I knew anyone who was interested in 

a 1970 Oldsmobile W-31. It was gold with 

back stripes and had a ram air hood. It 

looked and sounded like it was a W-30, 

but it was a Cutlass W-31. Up to that point 

I didn’t know the difference, so I went 

and inspected the car. It was obviously a 

350/325hp car with all the options. It had 

ram air, sport mirrors, W-31 side stripes, 

and W-31 fender badges, but otherwise it 

looked just like a W-30. I ended up buying 

that car, and that’s what got the ball roll-

ing with my research on the W-31s.

The W-31 actually started out in 1968 

and was the Cutlass-based Ram Rod 350. 

Oldsmobile Division only made 500 of 

those cars, and all of them were four-

speeds. The following year the car was 

changed to the W-31. 

W-31s have a lot of rare engine parts 

on them. The engine balancer is big and 

as rare as hen’s teeth. The 1968, 1969, 

and 1970 carburetors are W-31-specific, 

have their own W-31 part numbers, and 

are big-dollar items. In 1970, Oldsmobile 

Division came out with an aluminum W-31 

intake similar to the one used on the W-

30s and made by the same foundry. That 

too has its own part number. Believe it or 

not, the hardest things to find these days 

are N.O.S. W-31 fender emblems. The last 

set I found went for crazy money, $700 

per pair! An N.O.S. Cutlass rear bumper 

is worth a thousand dollars, that is if you 

can find one. The grilles on a 1970 W-31 

are very hard to find, but they did come 

on four-door cars, station wagons, and 

Cutlass S cars. 

The biggest thing on any 1968 to 1970 

W-31 and a dead giveaway to the car’s pedi-

gree is a dual fuel line just like a regular 

Cutlass equipped with air conditioning. 

It’s vital that you take a look at the firewall 

to see that it hasn’t been fooled with. My 

� Tim Murphy (right), a longtime friend of Minore’s (and a “1969 fa-

natic”), helps him remove the air cleaner on Weaver’s W-31 to check the 

date code on the air cleaner and the number on the carburetor. These 

cars have a lot of rare engine parts on them, Minore says, including car-

buretors that were W-31 specific.

� Minore points out the flat ridge found only on the fenders of 1970 

Oldsmobiles. If he is authenticating a 1970 model and the fender 

doesn’t look like this, that means it has been replaced for some reason, 

and an owner’s claim of “all original sheetmetal” goes out the window.
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database is quickly growing on these cars, 

and it should make for an informative 

book. I also plan on expanding it to cover 

the 1968 and 1969 W-31 cars as well.

What does it cost to authenticate a 

1970s Oldsmobile muscle car?

First, I need to have my travel, motel, 

and any ancillary expenses paid for re-

gardless whether I have to fly or drive. My 

inspection would be an all-day affair, so 

the fee would be in the neighborhood of 

$1,000. This would include a six- to 10-page 

detailed vehicle report with breakdowns 

on cowl tag info; date codes on the engine, 

transmission, rearend; and all the impor-

tant pieces that make a W-30 or W-31 car 

what it is. 

At the present, my expertise covers 

1968-1972, and that includes W-30s, W-

31s, and others. I would like to learn more 

about both the earlier and later year cars, 

as my ultimate objective is, for lack of a 

better term, to become the Kevin Marti or 

Galen Govier of Oldsmobile authenticators. 

� These Oldsmobile press photos of the then-new 1968 4-4-2  

were taken in April 1967 by Petersen Publishing’s Bob D’Olivo. Minore’s expertise hits its sweet 

spot with the 1968-1972 Oldsmobiles, but he’s boning up on earlier and later models as well.

� The predecessor to the 1969 W-31 was Oldsmobile’s  

1968 Ram Rod 350. Just 500 were made, all four-speeds.

Stephen’s company is called Cas-Am 

Performance. He can be reached by 

email at casamperformance@sbc-

global.net.

� This is the VIN stamp on a W-30 engine 

block. Note the telltale M in the sequence, de-

noting a real-deal W-30.

� The large O in the upper left corner of this 

TH400 transmission tag tells you it’s for an 

Oldsmobile, while the 70 in the lower left 

corner denotes the 1970 model year. The G is 

the application key; for 1970 this trans would 

have been used in 4-4-2, W-32, or SX, but not a 

W-30. The transmission in a W-30 would have 

an OW. 
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Small-Block, 

Big Fun
Who Needs a 4-4-2?
By Drew Hardin
Photos: Richard Truesdell
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W
ith most 1960s and 1970s 

muscle cars, it’s the top-tier 

halo vehicles that seem to 

get all the attention. You 

know, the big-block rarities, dealer-tuned 

drag cars, and “one of (fill in the blank, the 

fewer digits the better)” cars that com-

mand the big bucks and primetime slots at 

the major auction houses. Not to mention 

all the ink we and other magazines tend to 

spill over these pieces of unobtanium. 

When you’re talking Oldsmobiles, 

the 4-4-2s and W-30s tend to dominate 

the spotlight, with their monstrous big-

blocks churning out gobs of power and 

pavement-wrinkling torque. But those cars, 

desirable as they are, certainly aren’t the 

only way to enjoy the most gentlemanly of 

muscle car brands. In fact, there are prob-

ably a lot more Oldsmobiles like Armen 

Ghazarian’s 1972 Cutlass S running around 

the streets of America than there are high-

compression W-Machines. 

Armen’s Cutlass is a standout in several 

ways. Fitted with the optional W-25 ram-

air hood, it certainly looks like one of Dr. 

Oldsmobile’s fabled W cars. Under that 

hood is the hottest small-block available 

in 1972, the 180hp, four-barrel V-8, coupled 

to a crisp-shifting four-speed manual 

transmission. The familiar lines of the Olds 

intermediate are covered in Baroque Gold 

paint with white stripes, a handsome com-

bination you don’t see every day. 

Best of all, Armen bought the car right. 

The Cutlass is superclean and mechani-

cally well sorted, but not, as we’ve heard 

so often, “too nice to drive.” And while he’s 

hesitant to reveal exactly what he paid for 

the Olds, let’s just say the used import se-

dans you could buy with the same money 

would be nowhere near as much fun to 

own and drive. 

Armen had just bought the car a few 

months before we photographed it, so he 

hasn’t had a chance to track down much of 

the car’s history. The VIN indicates it was 

built in Arlington, Texas, and is a true M-

code car, which in 1972 meant the 350-inch 

V-8 was fitted with a four-barrel carburetor, 

squeezing a little more power out of the en-

gine than the standard two-barrel. He knows 

the car was restored at one point because 

the phrase “older frame-off restoration” 

came up in descriptions of the car when it 

was offered at auction in 2007 and 2011. But 

beyond that, and the names of the two buy-

ers previous to him, the car’s a blank slate. 

Armen has been a car and motorcycle 

guy most of his life. He performed his first 

restoration at age 16 on a little Honda 

CB125. “And I still have it,” he says proudly. 

He’s owned dirt and sports bikes, sports 

cars, 4x4s, a Baja Bug, and fullsize and mini 

trucks. Just before he picked up the Olds 

he bought an evil-looking, black-on-black 

2016 Mustang GT. “But I never had the op-

“The Cutlass is superclean  

and mechanically well sorted”



�Armen Ghazarian describes his Cutlass S as “a good color sand and polish away from being 

as good as a driver can get.” After replacing the battery and sorting out issues with the fuel 

system, the car “drives perfect,” he says.
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AT A GLANCE

1972 CUTLASS S

Owned by: Armen Ghazarian, Los Angeles, CA

Restored by: Unknown, older restoration

Engine: 350ci/180hp L34 V-8

Transmission: 4-speed manual

Interior: White vinyl bucket seat

Wheels: 14x7 Super Stock III

Tires: G70-14 Goodyear Polyglas

“I called her 

five times.  

I was pretty  

persistent.”

portunity to own a classic muscle car, even 

though I’ve always liked them,” he says. 

That opportunity came when he got a 

phone call from his buddy Chris Pepke, 

who runs a shop called CP Performance. 

(Chris, says Armen, “does the wrenching 

on my cars that I can’t do at the house.”) 

Chris had a lead on what he described as 

“an older lady who was selling a bunch 

of cars.” It seems the woman had been 

recently widowed and was liquidating her 

husband’s car collection. Chris sent Armen 

a photo of the gold Olds, and Armen was 

hooked. 

“The next day I called her five times. I 

was pretty persistent,” he says. “Once I got 

her on the phone, I went over and bought 

the car immediately.”

When he was driving the Olds home it 

stalled a couple of times, the engine a vic-

tim of year-old gasoline sitting in the tank. 

So one of the first things Armen did when 

he got the car to his garage was replace 

the fuel tank, fuel pump, and fuel lines with 

new pieces from Original Parts Group Inc. 

“I put a new battery in it, changed the 

oil, and it runs great. I’ve taken it on dates, 

driven up the Pacific Coast Highway in it, 

over the Angeles Crest, all over. I drive it as 

often as I can.” 

Between those drives, Armen’s Olds has 

a choice parking space inside his garage, 

where he can tinker with it and detail it to 

his heart’s content. That new Mustang? It 

sits outside.   
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� Two versions of the 350ci V-8 were avail-

able in the 1972 Cutlass. This is an L34 car, with 

the four-barrel-fed motor rated at 180 hp and 

275 lb-ft of torque. Note the air cleaner lid 

seal, designed to work with the W-25 ram-air 

fiberglass hood.

� Compression in those cylinder heads fell 

from the 1970 peak of 10.5:1 to 8.5:1 in 1971, 

thanks to tighter emissions regulations and 

the imminent switch-over to unleaded fuel. 

The power picture didn’t get any brighter 

for 1972, but Armen says the car is still fun to 

drive. “It must have a high-performance cam 

in it, since it has a lumpy idle and tachs pretty 

high on the freeway.”

� Performance may have been on the wane 

by 1972, but the four-speed manual—stirred 

by a Hurst shifter—was the best way to 

make the most of the ponies still available 

underhood. 

� Other than the Sport steering wheel, AM/

FM radio, and floor console, the interior is 

pretty basic. Not only does it not have A/C, but 

the dash vents have been blocked off.

� While the Goodyears on the ground are 

reproductions, the spare in the trunk is an 

original, says Armen. Driving his new Mustang 

GT makes the bias-plies suffer by comparison, 

“but they look so good on the car!”



�Chesrown Oldsmobile pilot and Smothers Brothers Comedy Hour–

sponsored racer Ron Garey lights ’em up at the 1969 NHRA Winterna-

tionals with his W-31 engine G/Stock Oldsmobile F-85, which routinely 

ran mid 12s on 10-inch tires.

W-Machi
HOT ’70S OLDS W-MACHINES
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B
ob McClurg has been photographing drag  

racing since the 1960s. He recently dipped  

into his archives for these vintage shots of 

Oldsmobile W-Machines in the heat of battle.  

By Bob McClurg
Photos: Bob McClurg

Drag race action 

from the 1970s
On The Strip



� Talk about getting some serious bite! The late Buddy Ingersoll does a hard 

launch at the NHRA Winternationals circa 1976 driving the ex–Jim Waibel W-31 

Cutlass S. Ingersoll virtually ruled the SS/M through SS/O classes with this car, 

running in the high to low 13s, and held a slew of records.

�Garey raced many different Chesrown Oldsmobiles during  

his lengthy career. Here he is competing at Dallas International  

Motor Speedway with his G/SA 1970 Olds 4-4-2.

nes  
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EXPERIENCE A NEW-AND-IMPROVED MOTORTREND.COM.  IT’S THE DESTINATION FOR  

ALL YOUR AUTOMOTIVE NEEDS. SEE IT FOR YOURSELF AT MOTORTREND.COM.

INTRODUCING  
AN ALL-NEW  
MOTORTREND.COM

 
EVERY C AR, TRUCK, AND SUV EXTENSIVELY REVIEWED IN OUR ALL-NEW  
BUYER’S GUIDE. ALL THE AUTOMOTIVE NEWS YOU NEED TO SEE, THE SECOND IT BREAKS.

FASTER. SLICKER. MOBILE OPTIMIZED. 



� Another strong running Oldsmobile stocker 

was Jim Wheeler’s 1971 W-31 I/Stock Automat-

ic Cutlass convertible, seen competing at the 

1971 NHRA Super Nationals at Ontario Motor 

Speedway.

W-MACHINES ON THE STRIP

� Renowned stock car driver Willard Wright, 

another Oldsmobile proponent from this 

golden era, wheels the Smothers Brothers/

Century Oldsmobile–sponsored 1969 W-31 

Cutlass S convertible competing in the G/SA 

class at the 1969 Hot Rod magazine Champi-

onship Drag Races at Riverside Raceway.

� In this photo taken at the 1970 Bakersfield 

March Meet, Willard Wright and his SS/HA 

W-30 charge off the Famoso dragstrip start-

ing line.  



1 
Not wanting to battle problems with interference between the wheel and the brake caliper 

or rotor, we decided to use 11-inch rotors at all four corners. The Wilwood front disc brake kit 

we used (PN 140-10996) is available from Summit Racing Equipment for less than $700. The kit 

includes Ultralite HP 30 11-inch solid-surface rotors, forged Dynalite black anodized four-piston 

calipers, aluminum hubs, and all the hardware necessary for a disc brake conversion using the 

drum brake spindle. Also pictured is the Wilwood aluminum 15⁄16-inch-bore tandem master cyl-

inder kit with proportioning valve and bracket (PN 261-13626), available for around $300 from 

Summit.
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WHOA POWER
By Arvid Svendsen

Putting a Stop to the MaliBeater

T
he MaliBeater build has 

been an attempt to cre-

ate a car that could have 

been seen storming the 

streets of northern New 

Jersey in the late 1960s 

and early 1970s. Though not born a true 

muscle car, the original-paint, 283-

powered, 1967 136-code Malibu has been 

upgraded with a Chevrolet Performance 

427ci/480hp engine, a Muncie M22 

four-speed manual transmission, a 

3½-inch Quarter Master driveshaft, 

and a 4.10 Posi rear with Strange 

Engineering and Eaton compo-

nents. As you might imagine, the 

MaliBeater had sufficient go-power. 

It did, however, lack whoa-power. 

The 1967 Chevy Malibu came standard 

with four-wheel drum brakes. The purist 

side of me likes drum brakes for a car that 

is only going to experience casual cruis-

ing. Drum brakes are cheaper, will lock 

the wheels up for one or two consecutive 

panic stops (if you do three or four panic 

stops in a row in daily driving, it’s time for 
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2 
First step is to remove the existing brake 

hardware. Scott Litt pops the wheel bear-

ing out and removes the drum, hub, and the 

brake shoe assembly.

3 
Next step is to remove the backing plate. 

Save these parts, as they might be useful 

for a future project. Note that this picture is 

taken from the passenger side of the car.

4 
It’s time to put together the hub/rotor 

assembly. Litt attaches the rotor to the 

adapter plate using the supplied fasteners. 

Loctite 271 was applied to all fasteners, as per 

instructions. The rotor-to-adapter bolts are 

tightened to 35 lb-ft.

5 
The lugs are 

treated to Loctite 

271, installed to the 

hub assembly (using 

the correct 4¾-inch 

bolt circle), and then 

torqued to 77 lb-ft. 

Litt enlists the Buick 

guy with the hat, 

Mike Vujica, to hold 

the rotor hub assem-

bly while he torques 

the Loctite 271-treat-

ed hub-to-rotor bolts 

to 55 lb-ft. 

6 
Litt packs the new 

inner wheel bear-

ing with high-temp 

bearing grease, and 

sets the inner bear-

ing in place. The inner 

wheel bearing seal is 

then gently tapped un-

til flush.

7 
Switching to the driver side, the spindle 

is cleaned and then treated to a layer of 

grease. Litt attaches the caliper mounting 

bracket to the spindle face, using a bolt, a 

washer, and a 0.090-inch-thick spacer posi-

tioned between the bracket and the spindle 

face. That bolt is finger tightened. The 

upper bolt for the caliper bracket is then 

installed and finger tightened. The OE drum 

brake spindle (like this spindle) requires no 

spacer for that upper bolt, but the OE disc 

brake spindle will require a spacer. 

“We decided  

to use 11-inch  

rotors at all  

four corners”



8 
The hub/rotor assembly is then tempo-

rarily installed. Bracket alignment to the 

hub/rotor assembly is checked to be parallel 

with the bracket. The hub/rotor assembly is 

removed, and the bracket bolts are removed 

one at a time. The bolts receive Loctite 271, 

then the upper bolt is torqued to 120 lb-ft and 

the lower to 77 lb-ft. Litt installs the hub/rotor 

assembly on the spindle, making sure the ro-

tor seats properly at the rear. The outer wheel 

bearings are packed with high-temp bearing 

grease, the spindle washer and castle nut are 

installed on the spindle, and the cotter pin is 

inserted to keep everything in place.

WHOA POWER

Uber), and require less brake line pressure. 

However, heat buildup in a drum brake 

system creates brake fade, meaning they 

become less effective during repeated use. 

Also, drum brake shoes are more difficult 

to install than disc brake pads.

The let’s-make-this-car-safe-for-high-

performance-driving side of me likes disc 

brakes. Properly dialed in, disc brakes stop 

a car in a shorter distance. Disc brakes also 

dissipate heat better and therefore experi-

ence less brake fade, making them safer in 

all driving conditions. 

Some concerns about a disc brake sys-

tem are worth mentioning. Disc brakes re-

quire more line pressure than drum brakes. 

For that reason, a power brake booster will 

often be the preferred setup for heavier 

street cars. The Wilwood Engineering 

conversion kit used on the MaliBeater is 

a four-wheel manual disc brake system, 

which has worked very well in real-world 

driving. Brake pedal feel is great, connect-

ing the driver to the car. However, the 

pedal pressure required for these brakes is 

more than the typical late-model Ford Tau-

rus. A future upgrade to a power-assisted 

system for the MaliBeater is not out of the 

question.

One concern often voiced about disc 

brakes is whether they will fit behind mus-

“Disc brakes stop 

a car in a shorter 

distance”

TRUE OE FITMENT WHEELS

Call about custom powder coating & back spacing.

866-265-6195 WHEELVINTIQUES.COM MADE IN
AMERICA



11 
The Wilwood Flex Line Kit (PN 220-

7056) sells for about $60 from Summit 

and includes a pair of these slick braided 

steel lines and the necessary fittings to run 

fluid from the factory brake lines to the cali-

per. 

12 
The Wilwood Dynapro Low Profile Brake Kit (PN 140-11389) for the rear features vented 

Ultralite HP 32 11-inch rotors (with parking brake) and forged Dynapro low-profile black 

anodized four-piston calipers. The kit is available from Summit for around $650. 

9 
Litt installs the BP-10 disc brake pads in the caliper with the friction material facing the 

rotor. The center cotter pin is then inserted for proper location, followed by the quick-clip 

retainer.

10 
The caliper is attached to the caliper 

bracket and centered over the rotor. 

Shims are supplied to adjust the caliper so it 

is centered over the rotor. The caliper bolts 

receive Loctite 271 and are tightened to 35 

lb-ft. The caliper inlet threads are coated 

with PTFE thread tape and screwed into the 

caliper. 
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“Brake pedal 

feel is great, 

connecting the 

driver to the 

car”

14 
The Wilwood instructions detail the 

steps to ready this parking brake drum 

brake assembly for installation. Summit of-

fers the Wilwood parking brake cables (PN 

330-9371) for less than $150 and parking 

brake cable clamps (PN 300-11636) for less 

than a buck. 

15 
With the parking brake assembly in 

place, Matt Renz installs the Strange 

Engineering axle. The bearing retainer bolts 

are aligned with the holes in the parking 

brake assembly and the axle flange. The nuts 

are tightened via the access hole in the axle. 

16 
The rotor fits over the internal parking 

brake mechanism, and lug nuts are 

installed to properly center the caliper over 

the rotor. The photo shows two lugs in place, 

while Wilwood recommends using three. We 

took the photo too soon.

17 
Renz installs the BP-10 disc brake pads, 

followed by the quick-clip retainer. 

He centers the caliper on the bracket, using 

shims as necessary.

18 
Renz applies Loctite 271 to the caliper 

mounting bolts and torques them to 

40 lb-ft. 

19 
Wilwood flex lines are installed to the 

caliper with PTFE thread tape. At this 

time the parking brake shoes can be adjusted 

outward while spinning the rotor until slight 

drag is felt against the rotor hat.

WHOA POWER

13 
The 12-bolt rear had been fitted with 

late-model Ford housing ends at 

Strange Engineering. The rearend was inten-

tionally not installed for better pictures and 

easier brake installation. First step is to re-

move the axles and carefully set them aside 

in a clean place.
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20 
With the rearend installed, Renz ran 

new brake hard lines from the Wil-

wood braided steel lines to the center factory 

junction. Now is the time to attach the park-

ing brake cables, checking to keep the cables 

as straight as possible.

21 
The Wilwood aluminum tandem mas-

ter cylinder should be bench bled prior 

to installation using Wilwood Hi-Temp 570 

brake fluid. Renz chose to mount the master 

cylinder to the firewall and then bench-bleed 

the master with someone in the car working 

the master cylinder pushrod. At that point 

the proportioning valve is installed, and 

the brakes are bled according to Wilwood 

instructions. Assuming a good pedal, the 

car must be tested at very low speeds (2 to 5 

mph) to ensure that the brakes are working 

properly. All new brake components must 

be checked again. Then follow the Wilwood 

instructions for properly bedding (breaking 

in) the brake pads. 

cle car wheels. We chose Wilwood’s 11-inch 

rotors for both the front and back wheels 

for that reason. My 15x5 Coker OE-style 

steel rims, 15x6 OE steel rims, 15x6 Crag-

ars, and 15x7 Coker Chevy Rally wheels all 

worked well mounted to the front brakes, 

with no rubbing or interference at all. 

Wheel fitment with the rear wheels was 

almost as good. My 15x6 OE steel rims, 

15x7 OE steel rims, 15x7 Coker Chevy Rally 

Wheels, 15x8 Coker OE steel rims, 15x8 

reversed Cragars, and 15x10 Coker OE steel 

rims all fit fine with the Wilwood brakes. 

My boss vintage 15x8 chrome slots did not 

work with these brakes. Sadly, the inside of 

the rim rubbed against the caliper. Rats! 

Follow along as we highlight the steps 

needed to convert factory four-wheel 

drum brakes to a more competent four-

wheel disc brake system. 
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D
eep in the Sapphire Moun-

tain Range in southwestern 

Montana lies the picturesque 

hamlet of Philipsburg. The once 

prosperous mining town sees much quieter times 

these days as a quaint tourist destination where 

travelers can take in the sights, grab a microbrew, and 

even pan a bag of gravel in search of the surrounding 

mountain’s signature gemstone.

Erick “Rick” Johnson has lived in and around P’burg pretty 

much all his life. As a teenager growing up with such rural 

roots, a car is your ticket to freedom and the vast world be-

yond, especially in a place like Montana, where there could be 

20, 50, or even more miles between towns. Rick knew that and 

had a plan from his preteens to get a ride of his own.

Rick spent his teenage summers working for his dad on a fam-

ily ranch. At the end of the season his dad would tally up his hours 

and write him a check for his hard work, and then escort Rick 

right to the bank, where it was swiftly deposited. With birthday 

and Christmas cash funneled in too, Rick’s small account grew 

into a nice payment for his first car. So when he turned 20, the 

now college sophomore was ready to cash in. And he knew ex-

actly what he wanted.

Chrysler products were the popular choice in the Johnson fam-

ily. Rick’s first ride was his family’s hand-me-down 1959 Chrysler 

Windsor. But this was the late 1960s, and the muscle car wars 

were in full stride. The sleek and sporty GTX, with its promise of a 

By Scotty Lachenauer

one-two punch of beauty and brawn, gripped the young car buff 

and wouldn’t let go. The GTX became his first and only choice. 

But where to purchase this particular muscle car? Montana, 

though a large territory, had a limited number of dealerships. Rick 

figured from the start that this would be a hunt of epic propor-



Greenie
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Mining Mopar Muscle  
in the Treasure State

tions, as he had some specific needs to fulfill. 

See, he had a steady girl, and he liked having her by his side. 

Bucket seats came standard with the GTX, and he liked the sporty 

feature. Having her sit close to him comfortably was a problem to 

overcome. So Rick decided to look for a column shift car, without 

a console, so his girl could sit next to him on a pillow stuffed be-

tween the seats.  

He was also after a GG1 Dark Green Metallic car with olive green 

(not white) side stripes, along with the Sure Grip packed with 3.23 

gears and a deluxe interior. Period. Nothing else would do. Rick 

realized a car with these certain options might be tricky to find, 

but he was determined to bring one home. So once he had his 

hard-earned money in hand in the spring of 1968, he started on 

his quest to find the car of his dreams. 

Road Trip
He decided to make a road trip out of it, in the old Windsor. He 

hit every dealer in Western Montana, Oregon, Washington, and 

Seeing 



� The long and 

lean silhouette of 

the “Gentleman’s 

Muscle Car” has been 

a favorite since its 

introduction in 1967. 

The 1968 redesign 

gave the GTX an 

hourglass shape and 

an even more aggres-

sive stance, attracting 

young buyers like 

bears to a honey hole.

SEEING GREENIE

� The numbers-

matching 440 Mag-

num motor needed 

just a 0.030-inch 

overbore to clean up. 

The engine was rebuilt 

to stock specifications 

by Mike Jarvis out of 

Stevensville, Montana. 

The only difference 

from stock: Rick removed the California-issue smog equipment once he got it home to Montana 

and it never went back on (though he still has it).
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AT A GLANCE

1968 GTX

Owned by: Erick “Rick” Johnson, Philipsburg, MT

Restored by: Ron Rebich, Northwest Muscle 

Cars, Clinton, MT 

Engine: 440ci/375hp V-8

Transmission: 727 3-speed automatic

Rearend: 8¾ with 3.23 gears and Sure Grip

Interior: Deluxe two-tone vinyl bucket seat

Wheels: 14x7.5 ET 

Tires: 245/60R14 BFGoodrich Radial T/A

Special equipment: Sun tach, ET mags

“Somewhere 

between its 

assembly in 

Los Angeles 

and the day 

Rick picked 

it up, the GTX 

had been 

damaged and 

repaired”

Northern California, and even called the 

ones that he couldn’t get to. His travels 

brought him to Manteca, California, where 

he finally located the car that fit all his 

criteria.

Rick remembers vividly how it went 

down at the dealership. “I told the sales-

man I had the money and wanted the 

green GTX on the lot. It came with Mag-

nums, but I already knew I wanted to get 

ET mags, so he took $50 off and put on a 

car. And his girlfriend, well, she spent plen-

ty of time in the car, but not between the 

seats. She found it a little uncomfortable, 

and Rick thought it was pretty dangerous. 

She soon found a home buckled into that 

comfy passenger seat.

Though Montana winters could be 

harsh, they were usually on the drier side, 

with little or no salt on the road. That 

would help Greenie keep most of her 

sheetmetal over the years. Rick kept her 

as safe as he could, though the car lived 

outside most of her early life. When Rick 

settled down and bought a house in 1981, 

Greenie got a permanent space inside 

the attached garage, while the daily driv-

ers lived out in the elements. The car was 

used sparingly over those next 10 years 

set of stock steelies.” 

However, things took a turn for the 

worse when Rick showed him his driver’s 

license. You had to be 21 to be an out-of-

state buyer. A quick phone call remedied 

that. His dad flew to California and met 

Rick at the dealership to cosign for the 

car. Of all the things that parents do for 

their kids, this one ranks pretty far up the 

“amazing” chart. Dad even gave the car 

its one and only moniker; it was “Greenie” 

from that day on. 

Within a year, Rick added a few choice 

items to the car, including those ETs and a 

Sun tach, and took off the California smog 

equipment. The car would see the owner 

through his next three years of college as 

his year-round daily driver and commuter 
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� These are the original ET mags that Rick 

put on the car in 1969. They held up incredibly 

well over the years and only needed a good 

buffing to get them to look this good. 

� Here’s how Rick’s GTX looked the day he 

brought it home. Note the steel wheels and 

hubcaps. He planned to add ET mags and 

talked the dealership into swapping the fac-

tory Magnum wheels for the base rollers and 

a $50 credit.

� The trunk of the GTX still retains its original 

paint, including the underside of the decklid. 

Rick and restorer Ron Rebich used the original 

paint under the decklid finish panel to formu-

late a perfect match for the car’s fresh paint

� The GTX’s deluxe interior was in excellent 

shape when Rick decided to restore the car. 

The carpet had seen better days and was re-

placed, as was the driver’s bucket seat. Other-

wise the rest of the interior is original and just 

needed a good cleaning to bring it up to snuff.

� Rick’s search for his ideal GTX took him 

far and wide—as far as Northern California’s 

Manteca Chrysler Plymouth dealership. Good 

thing the build quality of the Plymouth was 

better than these plate frames.

� That big Sun tach has been there since 1969.

until 1993, when it was officially decom-

missioned until further notice, showing 

115,000 miles on the odometer.

Resurrection
In 2012, Rick decided it was time Greenie 

was back on the road. He first contacted 

Mopar guru Tom Collins in nearby Missou-

la about rebuilding the GTX. Tom in turn 

said, “Take it to Ron Rebich.” Ron operates 

Northwest Muscle Cars in nearby Clinton, 

Montana, and specializes in rebuilding 

these sought-after Mopars. 

Ron was up for the task. During 

Greenie’s overhaul, some interesting things 

were found. The right fender, for instance, 

was in worse shape than the rest of the car. 

It seems somewhere between its assembly 

in Los Angeles and the day Rick picked 

it up, the GTX had been damaged and 

repaired. The fender’s paint had not aged 

like the rest of the car’s skin (it was painted 

in lacquer), the turn signal mounting holes 

were poorly drilled, and spacers were 

found behind the bumper brackets.

Also, a patch was found on the passen-

ger side of the firewall. It appears that the 

car incorrectly had an A/C firewall installed 

on a non A/C car. The patch was apparently 

tack welded in as the car traveled down 

the assembly line, to cover up air condi-

tioning piping holes that were stamped 

into the firewall. As Ron poured over the 

car, he corrected these minor issues.

The interior was in excellent shape for 

being almost 50 years old. The carpet was 

replaced, and only the driver’s bucket was 

in needy condition. Luckily, years earlier 

Rick had purchased a mint bucket seat 

from a 1968 Sport Satellite in the correct 

vinyl. Once that was added to the mix, only 

a cleaning was needed to bring the rest of 

the interior up to snuff.

All the mechanicals were refreshed. 

The brawny 440 was kept in stock 

configuration, as it was a potent 

performer out of the box. It needed only 

a 0.030 overbore to clean it up. The 

727 transmission, 8¾ rear, brakes, and 

suspension were all rebuilt. 

An issue arose when it came to paint. 

Rick and Ron looked through GG1 paint 

samples from different suppliers to get the 

right shade for the body. Unfortunately, 

none matched the original paint found 

underneath the deck lid finish panel (a 

painted area never exposed to the ele-

ments). So Ron had a custom mix formu-

lated that perfectly matched the original 

hue. Next, the small amount of bodywork 

needed was completed, and then the GTX 

was resprayed with their correct GG1 mix, 

which matched the remaining factory 

paint perfectly.

The lower side stripes raised more of the 

same issues. Rick and Ron compared re-

pop stripe kits on the market with the un-

faded stripe section inside the door jamb. 

The colors did not match. So another cus-

tom mix was formulated, and Ron finished 

the exterior by masking the outline and 

spraying on the olive-green side stripes, 

which matched the originals to a tee.

By fall 2012, Greenie was ready to hit the 

road. It made it to the Mopars on the Strip 

event in Vegas the following spring, where 

it won Best B-Body Stock category. What 

does the future hold for Rick and Greenie? 

More road trips and good times. The own-

er can feel like a 20-year-old again, driving 

out to the Big Sky’s great unknown.  
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Restomods Galore

�We can always count on the guys from Original Parts Group Inc. to bring beautifully re-

stored examples of GM muscle to SEMA. Both the 1970 4-4-2 W-30 convertible and 1972 El 

Camino SS454 had been restored by JH Restorations of Riverside, California, making liberal 

use of OPGI’s extensive inventory of reproduction parts.
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E
very year when I sit down to 

write my recap of the SEMA 

Show, the annual showcase for 

the automotive aftermarket 

held in Las Vegas, my introduction has to 

do with the dwindling number of purely 

restored cars at the show. I get it; there 

isn’t a lot of growth opportunity for parts 

makers in a market as mature as ours. But 

still, you’d think we would get some love in 

a trade show that covers more than a mil-

lion square feet of exhibit space. 

Well, we did get some, but not a lot. 

Coker came through. So did the Original 

Parts Group. Ford’s massive display had 

one resto car, which was one more than 

either Chevrolet or Mopar put in their 

booths. Heck, even SEMA’s own Automo-

tive Restoration Market Organization, a 

council by and for the restoration industry, 

did not see fit to put a restored muscle car 

in its display area.

The dearth of resto muscle caused me 

to look outside our normal box for my 

show reporting, which is why some of the 

cars here break my cardinal rules against 

restomods and wheels bigger than 15 inch-

es in diameter. The cars are still cool, just 

not what we usually cover. The good news 

is that just a couple weeks after SEMA I get 

to go to MCACN and revel in a show where 

every car is worthy of coverage in MCR.  

Muscle at

By Drew Hardin



�Kudos to Coker Tire for being one of the few companies to put resto muscle in its booth. And 

what a car it was, a 44,000-mile, matching-numbers 1970 GTO Judge that Coker President 

Wade Kawasaki sent to Bodie Stroud for a full resto. The Ram Air III car was dressed (of course) 

in Coker Firestone Wide Ovals and Wheel Vintiques Pontiac Rally wheels. 

� The lone 

restored car in Ford’s 

massive SEMA display was this G.T. 350, 

a much-traveled Shelby that was originally sold 

through Tasca Ford and then wound up in the hands of Nels Miller, a Shelby mechanic and 

Jerry Titus’s crew chief when he won his SCCA championship. Miller converted the street 

car in to a competition model and raced it in 1966 and 1967. Brian Jackson, brother of 

Barrett-Jackson Chairman and CEO Craig Jackson, now owns the car. He commissioned a 

full restoration back to racing spec. 
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“The real-deal 

Hemi Belvedere 

is now powered 

by a Keith Black 

Hemi fed by twin 

turbochargers”

� Our favorite of the restomods on display 

at SEMA was the understated—yet outra-

geous—1966 Belvedere in the Turbonetics 

booth. Built for David Meyer by Troy Trepani-

er’s crew at Rad Rides by Troy, the real-deal 

Hemi Belvedere is now powered by a 526-inch 

Keith Black alloy Hemi fed by twin Turbonet-

ics TNX-45 turbochargers that are buried way 

under the car. And yes, that is Trepanier him-

self taking off the air cleaner. He happened to 

be in the booth showing off the engine when 

we were there taking pictures.
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� This custom 1971 Mach 1 in Dynacorn’s booth was built by Gateway Classic Mustang  

in Missouri and features a 5.0 Coyote motor swap, custom suspension, and new Ford 

Metallic Blue paint. Dynacorn doesn’t yet reproduce entire bodies for this Mustang 

generation, but it does offer quite a bit of reproduction sheetmetal, including fenders, 

doors, hoods, quarter-panels, decklids, and floors. 

MUSCLE AT SEMA

� The Dynamat booth featured a car you don’t see every day: a custom-

ized 1969 Ford LTD. This one belonged to guitar legend Lonnie Mack. 

Modified by Speed Kings, it picks up several styling cues from Mack’s 

beloved Gibson Flying V guitar, including the blood-red paint and a fin-

gerboard over the rear bumper. The original 390 is still underhood.

� If our MaliBeater 427-powered Malibu project car had a Mopar 

brother (if only in spirit) it would likely be this 1967 Dart built by the 

guys at Gas Monkey Garage with Hellcat supercharged Hemi power. 

You may have seen this car in an episode of Roadkill, as it was made for 

an eighth-mile grudge race against the Roadkill Charger. DiabloSport 

stepped in at the 10th hour to help with tuning, enabling the car to 

send 825 hp to the wheels and turn a 6.40-second eighth-mile e.t. Who 

won the race? If you haven’t watched the episode yet, we don’t want to 

spoil it.

� Each of the Detroit Three devoted SEMA display space to Stock/

Super Stock drag race cars. Ford unveiled the 2016 Mustang Cobra Jet, 

a turn-key race car with 75 percent of its components coming from the 

street Mustang GT. One big area of difference: the IRS in production 

Mustangs has been replaced with a live axle. Ford says the Whipple-su-

percharged Cobra Jet is capable of eight-second passes out of the box. 

Just 50 will be made, so get your orders in now. Ask for PN M-FR500-CJ 

at any North American Ford dealer.
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� Also in the Mopar display at SEMA was this 

all-wheel-drive Challenger concept car, with 

a wide-body treatment and flares shading 

massive 20x10 wheels in front, 20x11s in back. 

The 5.7L Hemi underhood got Scat Pack 1, 2, 

and 3 kits, the latter adding ported cylinder 

heads and a higher-flowing exhaust system. 

The mods added 75 hp and 44 lb-ft of torque 

to the Hemi.

� Of the several modified 2016 Camaros that 

Chevy had on display, our favorite was the 

Black Accent Package Concept. The black-

on-red visuals were a standout, and we liked 

how the car hunkered down over the 20-inch 

wheels. Many of the parts are available from 

Chevrolet Performance, or will be soon.

� Honestly, most of the dressed-up Mustangs 

in Ford’s display left us cold. This, on the other 

hand, makes a statement. Called the Mustang 

Rocket Speedster Concept, it’s the result of a 

collaboration between Galpin Auto Sports and 

exotic car designer Henrik Fisker. The carbon 

fiber body panels are an homage to 1960s 

pony cars, say the makers, especially the 1968 

Shelby GT 500. Performance options include 

big Brembo brakes, a 3.73-geared Torsen rear-

end, and a Bassani cat-back exhaust system.
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� Down the hall at the Chevrolet Performance display was a special 

Courtney Force concept version of the COPO Camaro that will be 

auctioned at the Barrett-Jackson sale in Scottsdale. The new COPO 

is based on the 2016 Camaro and is available with a choice of super-

charged LSX or two naturally aspirated big-block engines. The COPO, 

too, will be made in limited numbers (69) and is identified by PN 

20169560, those last four digits a nod to the COPO number used for 

the original ZL1 Camaros. 

� Mopar stock drag racing fans weren’t left out in the cold at SEMA, 

though the Challenger Drag Pak on display was the current car and not 

a new model. Still, it’s great to see all three brands supporting stock-

bodied drag racing, giving brand fans something to cheer about at 

strips across the country.

� Second-gen Camaros are hot. As restomods go, this one by Chevrolet Performance was pretty sweet. The original drivetrain was swapped 

for a LT4 crate engine and a T56 Super Magnum six-speed manual transmission, available in the Chevy Performance catalog. The Corvette 

Z06 front suspension and four-link rear set the car down nicely on 19-inch wheels. 
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N
ow, we love polishing our fenders just as much as the next guy, but there comes a time when you’ve got to put the wax 

away and let that muscle car do some steppin’. That’s where the Pure Stock Muscle Car Drag Race comes in. 

Commonly referred to as the Pure Stock Drags, or Pure Stocks, or simply Stanton (for the Michigan town near the Mid-

Michigan Motorplex), the event is a full-throttle celebration of original-type muscle cars in their factory configuration, and 

in a state of tune very near factory specs. Some allowances are made for rebuilds, which just about every engine has had by now, and 

for very common but minor mods, like low-restriction air filters, electronic ignition modules, and X-pipes with today’s mufflers. Beyond 

that, cars must run stock-size wheels and tires; factory engine castings; correct intake and exhaust manifolds; OE carb, cam, and val-

vetrain; and original transmission and axle. There’s no event with stricter rules for originality that we know of, and racers have done 

extraordinary things within those rules. The e.t.’s for the top cars are now approaching mid-11s. 

We rounded up the fastest of each make, compiled their specifications, and took a look at what makes them run like they do. This is 

quite a group of high achievers. To build drama, we start with the slowest e.t. and work our way to the quickest. 

By Tom Shaw

9. Ford
13.57 @ 105.32

1970 Cobra 

Jeff Wilkins

Engine: 429 Super Cobra Jet Ram Air

HP: 375 @ 5,600 rpm

Trans: 4-speed

Axle: 4.30 Detroit Locker

Weight: 4,180 lb

Newcomer Jeff Wilkins led 

the charge for the Ford faithful 

with his sharp and stylish 1970 

Cobra, originally a 429/360hp 

ThunderJet upgraded to the 

full-tilt 429 Drag Pack (aka the 

Super Cobra Jet). Driveline is 

full tilt too, with a four-speed 

and steep 4.30 gears. Though 

it was his first time at the Pure 

Stock Drags, Wilkins vaulted 

to the front of the Ford pack, 

which was left without a Mus-

tang when Bill Kulenkamp’s 

1971 429 coupe, the lone 

Mustang entry, went out with 

engine troubles. 

The Cobra is very near box-

stock, and at 4,180 pounds it 

carries some weight, but the 

4.30 Detroit Locker rearend 

goes a long way toward help-

ing the all-important launch. 

Mods are few: A PerTronix 

Ignitor III ignition module re-

places the factory dual points, 

and the exhaust is a stock 2½-

inch system with the OE-style 

H-pipe. Flowmaster mufflers 

are the only departure from an 

otherwise stock system.

Wilkins was impressed with 

the camaraderie among the 

racers. Other drivers welcomed 

him and his wife Leslie and 

helped him tune the engine. 

“I kept jetting up,” Wilkins 

says. “Factory jets are 71 front, 

83 rear. I wound up with a 74 

front and an 86 rear and would 

have kept going but I ran out 

of time. Every time I jetted up I 

gained mph.”

His launch strategy: “I come 

off the line at around 1,700-

1,800 rpm and have to granny 

shift at 6,000 rpm because the 

synchros in the tranny are get-

ting old.”

He says, “We drive that car 

everywhere at home. To the 

grocery store, to the hardware 

store.” 

Even so, it turned in a good 

showing on the track, and 

there’s surely lots of e.t. left 

in it. 

“My goal is to get a 12-sec-

ond sticker for that back win-

dow,” says Wilkins. 

The car belonged to his late 

brother Brian. For years their 

dream was to prep it and race 

together at the Pure Stock 

Drags. Wilkins finished the 

work on the car, hauled it to the 

track, and tech’d in.  “I drove all 

weekend with Brian’s driver’s 

license in my wallet.” 

May we all cross our finish 

line so well. 

Shootout Opponent: 1967 Chevelle 

SS396

Result: Won in two rounds 

8. Oldsmobile
13.50 @ 101.58

1969 Cutlass S

Rhonda Clary

Engine: 350 

HP: 310 @ 4,800 rpm

Trans: Turbo 350 Automatic

Axle: 3.73 Anti-Spin

Weight: 3,984 lb

Like most Pure Stock Drags 

participants, Rhonda Clary’s 

getting faster, but unlike most 

participants, Rhonda is a 

woman. Last year she ran 13.63 

at 101.61. This year her best e.t 

was 13.50 at 101.58. The sharply 

quicker e.t. with nearly identi-

cal terminal speeds shows that 

her improvement is coming on 

the launch. 

 “She’s getting better and 

better at cutting lights,” says 

husband Tim Clary, who is 

also her tech adviser and lead 

wrench. 

Her improved e.t.’s may not 

be surprising, but what may 

be are Tim’s thoughts on the 

310hp Olds 350 versus the 

hotter W-31. “I actually think 

the 310hp engine is a little bit 

better in Pure Stock. Other than 

[the green 1970 F85 W-31 for-

merly owned by Casey Marks] 

I’ve never seen a W-31 run as 

good.” 

Tim says that cams are key 

to the engines’ character, and 

that the W-31 is overcammed 

for its OE exhaust. “The W-31 

cam is way too big for the stock 

exhaust manifolds. Olds knew 

everybody was going to run 

headers.”

Tim started with a low-mile 

California car, then three years 

ago rebuilt the 350 and discov-

ered a situation with the fac-

tory machining. “It was off by a 

mile. It took a 0.020-inch cut to 

zero the deck.” 

Tim went with a 0.060-inch 

overbore and a full blueprint, 

and bumped compression a bit 

Celebration Inside the 2015 

Pure Stock Drags
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to 10.85:1, up from the factory’s 

10.25:1 rating. He also discov-

ered a difference between 1969 

and 1970 cams.

He says, “It has the 1970 

310hp standard-shift cam, 

which has less duration but 

more lift. I checked with [Pure 

Stock Drags organizer] Dan 

Jensen, and he said it’d be OK 

since they’re both 310hp cams. 

It pulls all the way to 5,800 

rpm, but over 6,100, it’s done 

making power and wants to 

float a valve.”

The Olds runs a Crane XR-i 

ignition module with the rev 

limiter set for 6,500. 

Rhonda shifts the Turbo 

350 transmission, built by ace 

transmission specialist Brian 

Stefina of Vintage Powertrain, 

at 5,800. Tim installed a Moog 

cargo coil shock on the right 

rear to help the car leave 

straight. If the track is sticky, he 

likes to loosen the front control 

arm bushings to help the front 

end rise and load the rear tires. 

Polyurethane bushings help 

the suspension move freely. 

Tim also finds that the street 

radials work better with lower—

around 24 psi—pressure. Fronts 

are pumped up to 45. 

A few years ago the Platinum 

Metallic Cutlass S ran steep 

4.33 gears. 

“It broke into the 13.40s,” 

says Tim, “but she hated driv-

ing it.”

Rhonda still drives it on the 

street regularly, and is happier 

with the 3.73s even if she gives 

up a little e.t. 

Shootout Opponent: 1966 Chevy II, 

327 L79

Result: Won in three rounds 

7. American Motors
13.14 @ 108.36

1971 Hornet SC/360

Larry Weymouth

Engine: 360 

HP: 285 @ 4,800 rpm

Trans: BorgWarner T10 4-speed

Axle: 4.10 Twin Grip

Weight: 3,354 lb

You might not think of the 

humble Hornet SC/360 as a 

dragstrip terror, but maybe 

you should. Larry Weymouth’s 

1971 Hornet SC/360 runs low 

13s, which is enough to pull 

away from some very big-name 

muscle cars. 

The Hornet’s light weight 

works in its favor, and the 360 

is a powerhouse despite the 

modest net horsepower rating. 

Calculations show rear-wheel 

horsepower to be 333. 

Weymouth ran 13.80s when 

he debuted the Hornet at the 

2006 Pure Stock Drags, but he 

has fine-tuned the car since 

then and learned what the en-

gine responds to. 

“Exhaust is very important,” 

he says, noting that the differ-

ence between a garden variety 

system and a premium 2½-inch, 

mandrel-bent system can easily 

be three or four tenths and as 

much as a full second on some 

muscle cars like his 1971 LS6 

Corvette. 

Compression is key, and 

Weymouth takes full advantage 

of the 1.5 point wiggle room 

(based on NHRA rules) the Pure 

Stock Drags allow.

Jetting is also a proven path-

way to power and must be tai-

lored to the day’s weather. This 

year he leaned out the mixture 

by changing the carb’s meter-

ing rods, and the Electric Blue 

Hornet responded with a 13.14 

blast at 108.36 mph, making it 

the event’s quickest AMC by a 

wide margin. 

Shootout Opponent: 1964 Studebak-

er Challenger R3 “The Wrapper”

Result: Lost in two rounds 

6. Studebaker
12.89 @ 111.91

1964 Challenger 

George Krem

Engine: 304.5 Challenger R3 

HP: 335 @ 5,350 rpm

Trans: 4-speed

Axle: 4.55 

Weight: 3,368 lb

A complete unknown on the 

muscle car scene until appear-

ing at the Pure Stock Drags in 

1998, George Krem’s unlikely-

looking sedan, known among 

its club peers as the Plain 

Brown Wrapper, has earned a 

reputation as the car nobody 

wants to race. Expertly tuned 

by a passionate Stude crew and 

driven by former NHRA record-

holder Ted Harbit, the Wrapper 

combines modest weight, a 

belt-driven supercharger (yes, it 

was a legit factory option), and 

Harbit’s sharp, aggressive driv-

ing to make it a giant-killer. To 

keep this little screamer running 

at its peak, the engine needs 

fresh plugs, unrestricted fuel 

flow, and just the right tension 

on the supercharger’s drive 

belt. It has to be tight enough to 

prevent slipping and lost boost 

near redline, but not so tight 

that it burns up bearings.

Harbit’s own closely related 

red 1963 Super Lark, nick-

named the Stude Tomato, has 

the supercharged but one-step-

down R2 engine and ran a close 

13.09 at 109.78. 

Shootout Opponent: 1971 AMC Hor-

net SC/360

Result: Won in two rounds 

5. Pontiac
12.55 @ 112.76

1969 GTO Judge 

Mike Waligora

Engine: 400 Ram Air IV

HP: 370 @ 5,500 rpm

Trans: 4-speed

Axle: 4.33 Safe-T-Track

Weight: 3,806 lb

Mike Waligora loves his Orbit 

Orange 1969 Judge, an original 

four-speed car with a white in-

terior. He has the original num-

bers-matching engine carefully 
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stored away and an identical 

engine set up for racing. 

The setup is based on the 

Royal Bobcat kit sold by the 

famed Royal Pontiac in Royal 

Oak, Michigan. Waligora made 

a pilgrimage there in the 1970s 

and brought home a kit that 

he installed on a 1969 GTO he 

had then. The kit contained 

high-compression head gas-

kets, a rejetting kit, instructions 

on how to cc the heads, fresh 

floats, a distributor recurve kit, 

and what Waligora jokingly 

calls the most important thing 

of all, a Royal Bobcat sticker. 

Waligora says that the secret 

to his success is due to a com-

bination of things: blueprint-

ing and balancing the engine, 

some suspension set up, and 

using the small amount of lee-

way the rules allow. 

The OE 2¼-inch exhaust was 

upgraded. “Rules allow 2½-inch 

exhaust,” Waligora says. X-

pipes are also allowed, and he 

says that the X-pipe’s scaveng-

ing is “a little better” compared 

to the standard H-pipe.

Tuning the hot Ram Air IV 

400 depends on the weather. 

“If it’s warm, you run a little 

leaner,” says Waligora. 

He runs Crane’s XR-i ignition 

module because of its built-in, 

adjustable rev limiter, which is 

set to 6,200 rpm, just above 

his shift points of 6,000 rpm. 

Ignition timing is set for 36-38 

degrees of advance, total.

Waligora keeps the factory 

Hurst shifter in top shape, care-

fully adjusting it for smooth, 

precise Second-Third shifts. 

An antihop device, allowed 

by the rules for both leaf- and 

coil-spring cars, helps keep the 

tires planted as Waligora tries 

to whittle down his 60-foot 

time. 

All-time low e.t. for the Judge 

is a 12.46 at 114 run at Martin. 

All-time low e.t. for the Judge 

at the Pure Stock Drags is an 

almost identical 12.48. 

Shootout Opponent: 1974 Pontiac 

Trans Am, 455 Super Duty

Result: Won in two rounds 

4. Buick
12.53 @ 108.61

1970 GS 455

Menzo Dodge

Engine: 455 Stage 1

HP: 360 @ 4,600 rpm

Trans: Turbo 400 Automatic

Axle: 3.73 

Weight: 3,948 lb

Buicks always make a strong 

showing at the Pure Stock 

Drags, and being the fastest of 

this group does not come easy. 

Menzo Dodge has been run-

ning a very sharp 1970 GS 455 

Stage 1 since 2004, steadily 

shaving his e.t. down. The 

engine is a standard-bore 455 

with compression increased 

from the stock 10.5:1 to 12.0:1, 

the maximum the rules allow. 

Ignition consists of a Mallory 

Unilite trigger inside the stock 

distributor, and a matching 

Mallory canister-type coil. The 

Unilite points conversion has 

to be stepped down to 9.6 

volts, but Dodge rewired the 

ignition hot wire to deliver a 

full 12 volts to the coil, increas-

ing the energy available for 

creating spark. He is quick to 

credit his fellow Buick buds, 

Dave Hemker and Nick Tom-

linson, for critical tuning help. 

This year they concentrated 

on the carb, leaning it out in 

stages and picking up power 

each time they did. 

Unlike the repro Polyglas 

tires that like higher pressure, 

the BFGoodrich radial tires grip 

better underinflated. Dodge 

runs 20 psi in the rears, and 

50 up front for reduced rolling 

resistance. 

Best run of the weekend 

for the GS was a 12.53, which 

Dodge says would be hard to 

repeat. Still, the big Bu’ had 

the suds to take out a faster 

LS6 Chevelle, thanks to a quick 

reaction time and a very im-

pressive 1.97 60-footer–nimble 

numbers for a 4,000-pounder. 

Shootout Opponent: 1970 Chevelle 

SS454 LS6

Result: Won in two rounds 

3. Dodge
11.76 @ 118.76

1967 Coronet R/T

Jim Keyes

Engine: 426 Hemi

HP: 425 @ 5,000 rpm

Trans: TorqueFlite Automatic

Axle: 4.56 Sure Grip

Weight: 3,950 lb

Now we cross into that 

wonderland known as the 

11s, where few may tread. Jim 

Keyes is no stranger here. He 

has a strong racing background 

going back to the 1960s. Be-

lieve it or not, he bought this 

Coronet R/T new at a Dodge 

dealer within a hardware store 

and implement company in 

a small, rural town in central 

Michigan. He’s had it all its life. 

The original Hemi engine 

expired early on, but Keyes suc-

cessfully campaigned the R/T 

in NHRA’s Super Stock D, work-

ing his e.t. down from 11.50 to 

around 11 flat. Its racing career 

ended in 1973, and the low-mile 

hardtop went into decades-

long storage, coming out again 

in 2007 after a full restoration. 

Restoration for a lifelong 

racer means racing, and Keyes 

and his R/T have become a 

fixture in the top ranks at the 

Pure Stock Drags. Fellow Mopar 

sage Dave Dudek helped whip 

the 0.060-over 426 Hemi 

into rare form, bumping the 
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compression to 11.75:1, the max 

the rules allow. Even at 3,950 

pounds, Keyes’ R/T is a bear, 

running well into the 11s with a 

high mph approaching 120. 

As a driver, Keyes is expe-

rienced and intense, and he 

knows how put the spurs to 

the big Dodge. In the Saturday 

shootouts, facing a very tough 

ZL1 Camaro, he brought the R/T 

off the line with a superb 1.84 

60-footer in Round One, and 

followed up with a 1.91 short 

time in Round Two. Amazing. 

Shootout Opponent: 1969 Camaro ZL1

Result: Won in two rounds 

2. Plymouth
11.69 @ 118.76

1970 Hemi ’Cuda

Bob Karakashian

Engine: 426 Hemi

HP: 425 @ 5,000 rpm

Trans: TorqueFlite Automatic

Axle: 4.30 Sure Grip

Weight: 3,776 lb

Bob Karakashian, known as 

BK to his friends and Mr. Six 

Pack among racing associates, 

is a die-hard Mopar man who 

built his reputation as one very 

tough customer on the track 

with his 1969 A12 Six Pack Su-

per Bee, setting an IHRA record 

years ago. He is a gifted Mopar 

whisperer. 

After proving his point with 

the B-Body Dodge, Karakashian 

gave it a rest and switched to 

this very sweet, original paint, 

bench seat, column-shift 1970 

Hemi ’Cuda. He has been shav-

ing its e.t. ever since. This year 

he was back running stronger 

than ever. His comments about 

setup mirror those of just 

about all drivers who run at the 

top of their class: Careful ma-

chining and paying attention to 

detail that most ignore is key. 

This spring Karakashian felt 

that the mighty Hemi needed 

some service. 

“The freshening of my Hemi 

engine in July is why the car is 

running better now,” he says. 

“My good friend owns Best Ma-

chine in Farmington, Michigan, 

and he has a Rottler machine 

that is computer controlled. It 

enables him to get the cylinder 

bores round and perpendicu-

lar to the crankshaft. He then 

decks the block so the deck 

surface is parallel to the crank 

centerline. This precision ma-

chining is why we can extract 

the power that we have with 

stock configured motors.” 

As per Pure Stock rules, the 

internals are nothing trick. 

“I used the same pistons 

and lightly honed the block 

to straighten out the bores so 

they were perfectly round. The 

heads were just cleaned up and 

reassembled with a light lap-

ping of the valves. I’m still using 

my Mr. Six Pack camshaft and 

hydraulic lifters.”

Racers like to set up their 

engines loose, but Bob went 

the other way, despite a redline 

most Hemis will never see.

“On this rebuild I went with 

a little tighter clearances 

throughout the engine, and 

it seems to like it. The engine 

feels not as ragged and more 

precise when reaching 7,000 

rpm. I also worked on the oil 

system so the Hemi can live at 

higher rpm.” 

The payoff is lower e.t.’s. 

“Before, it would usually run 

11.60-11.70 on an average, with 

a best ever of 11.59,” says Kara-

kashian. “Now it runs 11.50-11.60 

with a best of 11.40 so far, and I 

believe there is more in it.” 

Shootout Opponent: 1969 Corvette 

427 L88

Result: Lost in two rounds 

1. Chevrolet
11.66 @ 122.13

1969 Corvette 

Jimmy Johnston

Engine: 427 L88

HP: 430 @ 5,800 rpm

Trans: M22 4-Speed

Axle: 4.56 Positraction

Weight: 3,408 lb

Running a very hot L78 Nova 

for years, Jimmy Johnston was 

always a force to be reckoned 

with, but moving to an L88 Cor-

vette in 2005 vaulted him to 

the front of the pack. Johnston 

is the Pure Stock Drags low e.t. 

record holder at 11.43 seconds 

at 125.50 mph, and with the 

11.50 cutoff rule now in force, 

he probably always will be. 

Johnston’s Corvette is the only 

manual transmission car in the 

11s. That says it all about his 

skill with the clutch and shifter. 

Other than the 427 L88’s ex-

traordinary power, there’s noth-

ing heroic or extreme under his 

Cortez Silver hood. Johnston 

has one high-tech trick up his 

sleeve though, an AEM air/fuel-

ratio monitor. 

“The gauge tells you how to 

make the car optimum, no mat-

ter what the weather,” he says. 

“I shoot for a 13:1 ratio, which 

is lean.”

A PerTronix Ignitor lights the 

fires reliably, and Jimmy has 

switched from NGK spark plugs 

to Denso. They don’t foul and 

have excellent reliability.

“I haven’t changed plugs in 

two years,” he says. “The car 

runs so clean.”

Jimmy revs the big 427 like 

a small-block. “I shift at 7,000, 

and have a rev limiter set at 

7,200.”

Quick-shifting the four-speed 

is tough on a driveline, espe-

cially channeling the massive 

torque of an L88 at full throttle. 

“I’m lucky if I get 15-20 passes 

on a clutch,” says Johnston. He 

wisely used extra-heavy-duty 

parts when building the rear-

end and has never had a half-

shaft or U-joint failure. 

When you’re the top gun, 

you’re the target for all other 

gunslingers. This year John-

ston had his hands full with 

a 1970 Hemi ’Cuda. “He was 

ahead of me all the way,” he 

says. “I didn’t think I was going 

to catch him, but I barely did at 

the end.” The difference: 0.004 

of a second, 11.694 to 11.698. 

Hey! That’s great racing! 

“Buicks always make a strong  

showing at the Pure Stock Drags”
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HONORABLE MENTION

Fastest Small-Block
12.37 @ 112.35

1970 Yenko Deuce 

Owen Simpson

Engine: LT-1 350

HP: 360 @ 6,000 rpm

Trans: 4-speed

Axle: 4.56 

Weight: 3,410 lb

Shootout Opponent: 1966 Corvette 427 L72

Result: Won in two rounds 

Best 60-Foot Time
1.828 seconds

1970 Hemi ’Cuda

Bob Karakashian

Engine: 426 Hemi

HP: 425 @ 5,000 rpm

Trans: TorqueFlite Automatic

Axle: 4.30

Weight: 3,776 lb

Shootout Opponent: 1969 Corvette 427 L88

Result: Lost in two rounds 

Oldest Car Competing
1955 Studebaker Commander

18.21 @ 75.71

Dave Warren

Engine: 259 V-8

HP: 185 @ 4,500 rpm

Trans: Automatic

Axle: 3.73

Weight: 3,728 lb

Shootout Opponent: N/A; bye run

Newest Car Competing
1974 Trans Am

12.92 @ 106.44

Paul Arigona

Engine: 455 Super Duty

HP: 290 @ 4,000 rpm

Trans: Automatic

Axle: 3.90 

Weight: 4,030 lb

Shootout Opponent: 1969 GTO Judge, Ram Air IV

Result: Lost in two rounds 

Heaviest Car Competing
1973 Buick Riviera

14.74 @ 92.17

Clark Lumsden

Engine: 455 

HP: 270 @ 4,400 rpm

Trans: Automatic

Axle: 3.42

Weight: 5,050 lb

Shootout Opponent: 1970 AMC The Machine, 

390/340hp

Result: Won in two rounds 

Lightest Car Competing
1966 Corvette

12.66 @ 108.59

Donnie Brass

Engine: 327 

HP: 350 @ 5,800 rpm

Trans: 4-speed

Axle: 4.56 

Weight: 3,240 lb

Shootout Opponent: 1969 Nova SS396 L78

Result: Won in two rounds  
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“The e.t.’s for the top cars are now 

approaching mid 11s”

SOURCE
Pure Stock Muscle Car Drag Race

purestockdrags.com





� Extreme Grip
That’s the name of Craftsman’s latest line of hand tools, designed 

to provide a better grip on fasteners of all kinds. Seen here is the 

five-piece wrench set, which will fit a total of 12 different (inch and 

metric) fastener sizes. Some of that flexibility comes from the box 

end of the wrench, which is built with a locking cam to hold mul-

tiple fastener sizes. Each wrench is also made with a “comfort grip 

strip” to give you a more secure hold on the wrench. Information: 

Craftsman, craftsman.com.
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� ZZ6 350 Crate Engine
Chevrolet Performance unveiled the latest ZZ 350-based crate 

engine at SEMA, the ZZ6. Building on a cast iron four-bolt-main 

block, the ZZ6 incorporates contemporary technology into the 

350’s classic package, including LS-style beehive valve springs 

and fast-burn, high-flow aluminum cylinder heads. The result: 

405 hp at 5,600 rpm and 406-lb-ft of torque at 4,600 rpm, “more 

power than any 350 engine ever installed in a production vehicle,” 

says Chevy. The turnkey engine includes a 770-cfm Holley carbu-

retor, an HEI distributor, a starter, and a front-end accessory drive 

system. Information: Chevrolet Performance, chevrolet.com/

performance.

� Olds Cutlass Body Mounts
Energy Suspension may be best known for the bright red 

polyurethane bushings used to improve the handling 

performance of contemporary cars and trucks, but the 

company also makes products useful to the muscle car 

restorer. This body mount kit for 1968-1972 Oldsmobile 

Cutlass models is made from Energy’s Hyper-Flex poly-

urethane. The bushings are firmer and stronger and will 

last longer than stock rubber pieces, but aren’t as harsh 

riding as aluminum mounts. Plus, the stealthy black color 

will blend in with the OE chassis parts. Information: 

Energy Suspension, energysuspension.com.

� Coker  
Firestone Deluxe Champion Whitewall
Here is a product so new that Coker hadn’t even pho-

tographed it yet. We grabbed a shot right on the SEMA 

Show floor. Coker’s reproduction of this 700-13 Firestone 

Deluxe Champion Whitewall is perfect for owners of 

V-8–powered 1963-1964 Darts. Using refurbished original 

molds, Coker makes the tires in the correct size—and 

with the correct whitewall position and ⅝-inch width—to 

match the tires available as a factory option for 273-

powered Darts. They are correct for Corvairs of the era, 

too. Look for these to be available in the late spring. 

Information: Coker Tire, cokertire.com.
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� Portable Power
Weego’s Jump Starter Battery+ is a lithium-

polymer power pack about the size of 

a smartphone but with enough juice to 

jumpstart a car (plus charge your phone 

and other personal electronics). The Jump 

Starter Battery+ comes with jumper cables 

and a USB cord and has a built-in LED flash-

light. It is good for about 1,000 charging 

cycles and only loses about 2 percent of its 

power a month, so you can leave it in your 

glovebox until you need it. There are sev-

eral versions of the Jump Starter Battery+; 

most likely you’ll want the JS12 heavy-duty 

model, as it will start an engine of up to 

about 390 cubes. A Professional model is 

available for even bigger engines. Informa-

tion: Weego, myweego.com. 

� Buick/Chevrolet Clutches
When it’s time to replace the clutch in your muscle car, why fall back on 50-year-old technology? Centerforce offers clutch kits for 1967-

1973 Buick and 1962-1982 Chevrolet applications that feature the company’s Dual Friction clutch-disc design. This clutch style uses a 

full-facing friction surface on one side of the disc for smooth engagement and long wear characteristics. The other side features a more 

aggressive friction compound in a puck-style configuration to multiply holding power. Each kit includes a pressure plate, a clutch disc, 

a new throwout bearing, a new pilot bearing, a clutch alignment tool, and new pressure plate bolts. Information: Centerforce, 928/771-

8422, centerforce.com.  

� Cragar Anniversary Guitar
The iconic Cragar S/S wheel is 50, and to 

commemorate the anniversary, Cragar 

teamed with guitar designer Stephen 

McSwain to build a Cragar-S/S-inspired gui-

tar. The body of the instrument is a replica 

of the S/S wheel carved by McSwain and 

then rhodium plated to give it a chromelike 

finish. Those are Cragar lug nuts between 

the spokes, Cragar valve stems used for 

the volume and switch knobs, and a 50th 

Anniversary Cragar S/S wheel cap in the 

wheel’s center. Information: Cragar Wheels, 

cragarwheel.com.

� GM Voltage Regulators
Do you like the understated bone-stock look, or 

would you rather have a little dazzle underhood? 

Classic Industries has you covered either way with these 

new reproduction voltage regulators from OER. Available 

for 1967-1972 Camaro/Firebird and 1962-1972 Nova and 

Impala, these voltage regulators come two ways: The OE-

style electromechanical regulator features a gloss black 

exterior with “Delco Remy” markings as original, and is 

designed for use with 63-amp external regulator models. The second regulator 

features modern solid-state electronic internals and a custom chrome exterior 

without original-style markings. Information: Classic 

Industries, 855/357-2787, classicindustries.com.

SPECIAL SEMA SHOW 2015 EDITION
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� The 25th Anniversary Camaro  

was worthy of 150 and change. 
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The Fastest (and Slowest) Cars I Ever Rode In

By Tom Shaw

M
agazine work isn’t just cruel 

deadlines, meetings that 

test a man’s ability to stay 

awake, and (thanks to tech-

nology) one guy on an ever-shrinking bud-

get doing the work of a full staff. No, there 

is an upside. Every once in a while, editors 

get to go out in the field and be around the 

cars they so admire. Most such outings leave 

good memories. Some rank in my personal 

hall of fame. May I share?

Fastest Street Car:  
1996 Viper GTS

It was a blue coupe with white stripes 

out of the Chrysler press fleet, at our Dobbs 

Publishing office in Lakeland, Florida, for 

a road test. Standard drill was to head to 

the dragstrip—usually Bradenton—to get 

some quarter-mile e.t.’s. The Viper was very 

fast and very consistent. And very thirsty. 

It didn’t take many full-bore runs to flush a 

whole tank of fuel out of it. I plateaued at 

around 12.40. Also present at the track that 

night was my associate Greg Rager, then-

editor of Mopar Muscle, who took the wheel 

and somehow launched just right and ran 

a 12.05. That eclipsed the 427 Cobra’s de-

cades-old record of 12.20, published in Car 

and Driver in 1966. We updated MCR’s 50 

Fastest List periodically, and on the next list, 

the Viper became the official new No. 1. 

Fastest Top Ender:  
1992 Camaro Z28 

Also back in the Dobbs days, we rented 

the Bradenton track for something our Cor-

vette magazine was doing. MCR had a 1992 

Z28 for evaluation and shared Corvette Fe-

ver’s track day. The Z was a five-speed and it 

liked to run. After wringing it out at the track, 

I headed home, which took me down I-75, 

three wide, straight, dry lanes of pool-table-

smooth concrete. Traffic was light, it was a 

perfect sunny day, and I decided to open 

’er up. Somewhere upwards of 130 I lost my 

nerve and backed down, worried about who 

would bail me out of the slammer should I 

pass a radar unit well into triple digits. I went 

through several cycles of this before I decid-

ed that this was a once-in-a-lifetime oppor-

tunity, and jail or no jail, I was going to let ’er 

rip and hope for the best. Foot to the floor, 

the Z accelerated strongly through 125, 130, 

and then 140. Passing 150 and still climbing, 

the speedometer was out of numbers and 

I felt that I’d proved my point. Indicated top 

speed: 152 with more left on the table. I still 

respect that Z. 

Slowest Ever:  
1972 Mercedes 220D 

I moved to Texas in 1981 and stayed with 

some relatives who occasionally let me drive 

their old reliable Mercedes, a 1972 220D. 

That’s D for diesel. Diesels are actually cool 

rigs from an engineering standpoint, and 

they’ve come a long way, but back then they 

were sooty and slower than cold caramel. 

This one was a four-on-the-floor, which prob-

ably did a little better than an automatic, 

but what the clattering 2.2L nonturbo four-

banger did in its first three gears could not 

really be called acceleration. I hated to get 

stopped at a light and have cars pull up 

behind me. They couldn’t hear it, but I apolo-

gized to them as the light turned green. The 

Benz moved forward like a sea turtle with ar-

thritis towing a mobile home, so I could either 

crawl through the intersection at skateboard 

speeds that I’m sure made those behind me 

cuss, or I could give it full throttle, not go 

much faster, and put a thick cloud of black 

soot in their face, which I’m sure made them 

want to cuss me all the more. To all those un-

fortunate enough to get stuck behind me at 

traffic lights back then: I’m still sorry. 

Baddest Butt Ever:  
1968 Hemi Dart 

This one’s not even close. In my earliest 

days as MCR editor, we learned of a major 

Mopar guy in town who had two of the 

legendary Hemi Darts, one restored, one as-

raced, letters, fat tires, and all. We gave him a 

call, got acquainted, and set up a photo day. 

We did lots of talking and shot lots of pic-

tures, then before he put the cars to bed, he 

fired up the racer and told me to get in. I did, 

although the passenger’s seat was pretty 

minimal. 

Joe, owner and driver, hit the gas. The 

overpowered Dart exploded forward—on 

the street of his subdivision. At screaming 

redline, the Dart struggled for traction and 

began slipping sideways, first one way then 

the other. This was the kind of situation 

where cars swing farther and farther off of 

the straight and narrow, then eat the fence 

in a final, catastrophic impact. As I sat belt-

less in this hurtling tin can, considering my 

vulnerability and whether new editors were 

covered by life insurance, Joe didn’t lift the 

throttle. It felt like riding a missile in a saddle 

through a shark tank. Somehow he gathered 

it in, still at full throttle, and shut down safely. 

I drove home with my head still spinning. He 

intended to give this greenhorn editor the 

ride of a lifetime, and he certainly did. 

No, magazine work isn’t just deadlines, 

marathon meetings, and too much work. 

There are a few moments of sheer terror, 

too.  
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             MADE EASY!

Classic Performance Products, Inc.

378 E. Orangethorpe Avenue  |  Placentia, CA 92870
STEERING  |  BRAKES  |  SUSPENSION   

Prices subject to change without notice. Please note that kits and prices may vary between certain applications.

www.ClassicPerform.com

ASK FOR  
OUR NEW 
CATALOG!

714-522-2000 | Fax: 714-522-2500
888-522-8306

HUGE
SELECTION!

t

starting at  $449/kit

CHEVY TRUCKS, 
CHEVY FULLSIZE, 
A, F, & X BODY 
APPLICATIONS

POWER
STEERING BOXES

We’ve got you covered with performance steer-
ing. All kits include steering box built with all 
new components and are ready to bolt directly 
to the frame. 

 starting at $379/ea    

 starting at $629/kit    

The modern alternative to the 
popular but outdated power 
steering box. This is an easy 
way to upgrade from manual 
to power steering.

OEM Rubber Kit - starting at  $259/kit

FORD MUSTANG COMPLETE
FRONT BRAKE KIT

This kit installs onto existing V8 drum 
brake type spindles. The spindles are not 
included. Users with 6 cylinder cars will 
need to acquire and install 5 lug, 8 cylinder 

type spindles.  Works with most fac-
tory wheels.

 Manual starting at  $799/kit

Power starting at  $999/kit

starting at  $1129/kit

CPP complete kit includes spindles, 
brackets, dust shields, loaded calipers, 
rotors, bearings, seals, hoses, booster/
master/proportioning valve assembly 
and mounting hardware. “A” Body also 
includes upper arms and lower ball 
joints.

“B” & “E” Body Kit - starting at  $599/kit
“A” Body Kit (Shown, includes upper arms and  lower ball joints) - starting at  $899/kit 

1963-74 MOPA
     COMPLETE   
     FRONT
     BRAKE KIT

Don t overlook your front end when rebuilding your 
assic Chevy. Replace your old worn out bushings, 
all joints and tie rod ends. Get better than new 
erformance for a modest price. Sway bar bush-

i gs and end links sold separately. 

s i g t  $39/ea
SHOCK
ABSORBERS
CPP carries our own nitrogen gas shocks and all 
popular brands.

Ask For It By Name!

FOR 1964-77 CHEVELLE, 1968-79 NOVA,
& 1967-81 CAMARO APPLICATIONS

BILLET MOUNTS SHOWN

Complete Kit - starting at $649/kit 
C5 Spindles only - starting at $269/pr

CPP'S NEWEST HYDRAUL C
ASSIST SYSTEM TEAM UP
WITH SOS™ FRONT BRAK S!
Now available as a complete package! Available in stock height 
and 2” drop spindles for your 1964-74 “A”, “F”, and “X” body.  
come complete with stock height or 2” dropped spindles, calip  
mounting brackets, loaded calipers, rotors, bearings, seals, hos  
mounting hardware and a Street Beast HydraStop™
brake assist system.

COMPLETE FRONT 
BRAKE KITS

Substantially lighter than multi-leaf springs for 
unsprung weight savings. Made to work in conjunc-
tion with CalTracs Bars.

SPLIT MONO-LEAFS

If you have a leafspring car, we have a set of bars 
for you. From daily driven cars, to 8-second outlaw 
cars, this system is made with unsurpassed quality 
and craftsmanship to out-perform!  We've got you 
covered for Fullsize Chevy, Dart, Duster, Charger, 
Challenger, Nova, Camaro and Ford applications.

CALTRACS TRACTION BARS

starting at  $339/kit

starting at  $379/kit

Available in gloss black or silver powder coat and 
include ball joints already installed.

Complete Upper & Lower Set - starting at  $733/kit          
Uppers - starting at  $337/pr    
Lowers - starting at  $445/pr

For It 
Name!

QUALITY UPPER AND LOWER 
TUBULAR CONTROL ARMS
     

USA

FOR C-10, FULLSIZE CHEVY, IMPALA, 
CAMARO, NOVA, CHEVELLE & G-BODY

BILLET SWAY BAR MOUNTS

Sway bars are the key to having a great handling 
vehicle. Kits come complete with sway bar, poly 
bushings, mounting brackets and all necessary 
hardware. Black powder coated finish. Available for 
all popular applications. 

Front - starting at  
$69/kit

 Kits starting at 
Standard- $129/kit , W/Billet Mounts $179/kit 

Pro-Touring- $189/kit, W/Billet Mounts $279/kit 

STANDARD AND PRO-TOURING 
PERFORMANCE SWAY BAR KITS

S

r

Front

POWER STEERING
CONVERSION
KITS

Ask For It By Name!

Ask For It By Name!

CHEVY
& FORD

14:1
SPORT 
RATIO!

A, B
or E
BODY

1955-68
CHEVY FULLSIZE

& 1964-74
A, F & X BODY

1964-70
MUSTANG

Includes aluminum body coil-over shocks, 
specially designed conical springs and all mounting 
hardware. Works with CPP
tubular arms.

FRONT
COIL-OVER
CONVERSIO  
SYSTEM

FOR A LIMITED TIME GET A FREE 
SPANNER WRENCH AND
BEARING KIT!NEW!

NEW!

ALL PARTS ALSO SOLD SEPARATELY

Ask for it by Name!

HYDRAULIC
ASSIST SYSTEMS

Powerful and compact, modern upgrade 
for manual or vacuu
assisted brakes. 
High quality, direct 
bolt-in unit puts 
out an amazing 
1800 psi. Street 
Beast™ Complete Kit 
includes:  unit with steel firewall mounting bracket, 
aluminum Corvette-style master cylinder, side 
mounted prop & stop block kit, rubber pressure 
and return hoses.

CHEVY TRUCK, CHEVY FULLSIZE, CHEVELLE, 
EL CAMINO, CAMARO, NOVA, G-BODY AND 

UNIVERSAL APPLICATIONS

Shown with 
optional 

upgraded 
rotors

INSTALL KIT
Our new Install Kit features an 
in-line filter, fitting kit and brake 
bleeding syringe. 

starting at $829/kit

only $29/kit

COMPLETE  FRONT 
END REBUILD KITS

Includes 13” rotors with dual piston C5 calipers and 
stock height spindles. Black or red calipers available.

Rag Joints - starting at $39/ea

Column Drops - starting at $49/ea

Steering Shafts - starting at $19/ea

Floor Plate / U-Joints - starting at $49/ea

ALL POPULAR
SIZES 

AVAILABLE!

CHROME 
BILLET!

STEERING WHEELS
& ACCESSORIES

Horn Buttons - starting at $39/ea
Steering Wheel Hubs - starting at $55/ea

starting at $199/ea

BOLT-ON

C5 TALL SPINDLE
WHEEL BRAKE KITS

              



R E S T O R I N G  A M E R I C A N  H I S T O R Y

Make your dream happen.
• 4 LOCATIONS NATIONWIDE • HUGE IN-STOCK INVENTORIES  

• 24/7 PHONE SUPPORT • LOW SHIPPING RATES
COMING SOON

94-04 MUSTANG 

FREE 
Parts Catalogs Call 24/7 
800-874-7595

67-73 COUGAR65-73 MUSTANG

79-93 MUSTANG

48-96 F-SERIES TRUCK

64-87 CHEVELLE 

MALIBU / EL CAMINO

67-81 FIREBIRD / TRANS AM

66-96 FORD BRONCO 64-72 GTO / TEMPEST / LEMANS

47-98 CHEVROLET 

C/K - 1/2 TON TRUCK
55-57 THUNDERBIRD

67-81 CAMARO

Restoration/Performance
Parts & Accessories

“Hello, I just wanted to give praise to your company and the 
great job you do. In a world that seems to lack in customer  
service, as well as a complete business plan, your company  
is head and shoulders above the rest. Being a long time car  

restorer, tech advisor and a shop supervisor, it is a pleasure to 
deal with a company of your quality. Through the years I have 
tried other companies but your company is the best... Once 
again thanks for providing a great service to the car hobby.”    

Brent B. — Iowa

FLORIDA DEPOT  
800-874-7595  

900 SW 38th Ave  

Ocala, FL 34474

MICHIGAN DEPOT  

800-521-6104

2435 S Haggerty Rd  

Canton, MI 48188

N CAROLINA DEPOT 

800-368-6451

7000 MacFarlane Blvd  

Charlotte, NC 28262

CALIFORNIA DEPOT 

800-235-3445

1376 Walter St #1

Ventura, CA 93003

4 LOCATIONS  

WALK IN HOURS  
Mon. - Fri. 8am-7pm  
Sat. - Sun. 9am-5pm

Copyright © 2016 by National Parts Depot, All Rights Reserved

VISIT US AT
WWW.NATIONALPARTSDEPOT.COM


